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Inkwell dead
lines for Winter
Semester are as
follows:
January 9 for January 22
January 23 for February 5
February 6 for February 19
February 20 for March 5
Submissions to the Inkw ell
may be ma de by e-mail to:
U@ma3gatearmstrong.edu

Do not send articles and letters as
enclosures. Type, or copy and paste
articles directly to the message
board. We do not yet have filters to
mad all IBM and home computer
Articles should be lively writtad of interest to all facuity and
aits on campus. Es says writtenfor class may be submitted, but
will be liberally e dited to fi t the
Inkwell format
The Inkwell is currently seekH? volunteers (some pay available)
lor the current positions:
Newspaper distributors: you will
kip deliver the ne wspapers once
tvety two weeks to all paper boxes
® campus, and keep a re cord of
where more or less papers need to

H

Inkwell lr

Savannah, Georgia

Volume LX I

AASU Cat House Raises Money
toSpay and NeuterCampus Cats
The opening night of the Cat
House on Monday, November
16, was a great success, raising
enough money to spay and neu
ter at least five cats on campus.
Art students Des Purcell
and Brandon Tatom designed the
cat house from wood they found
lying on the ground in the woods
around the AASU campus. The
two spent the night in the make
shift outdoor art structure, de
spite a steady drizzle of rain.
The rain didn't keep away
guests either as dozens of stu
dents, faculty and guests, rallied
to the cause.
The Cat House opening took
place on the same night as the
meteor shower, though the rain
showers prevented getting much
of a good view.
The structure has since been
removed, along with other out
door artworks from students in
Rachel Green's art class.

This cop y of the

Inkwell may contain a paid
adverti sement insert with
graphic illustrations of aborted
fetuses and anti-abortion lit
erature.
See University disclaimer at the bottom of the box on page 2.

Armstrong's Unity an d Diversity
League (UDL), a nd partners,
collected over 200 toys and $700
for the purchase of toys this
December for local children
affected by HIV/AIDS.
Without AASU's support, UDL's
community project would not have
been so successful.
L@©all

Creators of the Cat House:
Brandon Tatom and Des Purcell
If you would like to donate
money to feed, neuter and spay
the cats on campus, or would
like to adopt a cat or kitten, you
may contact Maria de la
Torriente in the Art and Music
Department at 927-5325.

C.A.S.E. Project
Chatham County Health Department
Phoenix Project
Project AZUKA, Inc.
Youth Futures Authority
UDL is a student organization with the mission to create a
social and political voice on campus that supports the rights
of all people regardless of age, gender, race, religious pref
erence, political preference, or sexual orientation. Meetings
are open to the public and are held every Wednesday at
noon in Gamble 116.

From the Gotta Love it Department...

Crime B eat E ditor: You will
$her information from criminal
accident reports in the campus
building for each issue of
^ Inkwell. You may also do inter
views with campus po lice for th e
• who send grammatically
jWect E-mail submissions of the
Crime Beat will receive pay at th e
*of $10 - $15 pgr total submisjj®
$50 - $75 per semester).
eP°rters: You will cover assigned
*nes and come up with story ideas
0 y our own. Anyone wishing to be
1 • C°r reporting must co ver an
^srgned story, e-mail or type it into
e computer, and proof read and
0rrec
; t mistakes. Payment is based
" advertising re venue- usually
jound$5perstoiy.
ks: you will go to businesses
- ads, and work wit h the ad
ger here to meet deadlines. If
; u create a camera ready ad for a
7*. you can earn 10% com
mon from the sale.

No. ?

Warning!

Research has shown that fe
ral cat populations are controlled
more easily when cats are neu
tered and spayed and returned to
the area they were captured in.
Their presence discourages
other non-altered cats from mak
ing a home on campus and con
trols the birth of more cats which
are often difficult to capture and
train for human adoption.

If you have articles or pho
tos about events on campus,
please drop them by the Inkwell
Office in room 202 of the Me
morial College Center, upstairs
over the cafeteria to the right of
the stairs. We also have a mail
box in the Student Activities
Office downstairs, next to the
elevator. Please note and adhere
to deadlines.

You might have
noticed something dif
ferent about the main
parking lot by theSports
Center.
The concrete curbs
you see to the right a re
being installed aspart of
an overall plan to rede
sign the back parking lot
to provide more spaces
and preventdrivers from
cutting through thelot at
high speeds after hours.
•The parkinglot will
eventually be enlarged
and resurfaced, and
concrete islands will
be installed at the end
of the rows to make it
easier for students to
avoid being hit by
motorists as they
head to class. A new
parking lot by Uni
versity Hall is sched
uled to be open by the time classes start and will be dedicated at
12 noon on Friday, January 15. Authorities assure us that addition
parking will be minimized during construction and pavement of
the Sports Center lot.
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Senator Questions SGA's
Reluctance to Stand U D to

orientation, is a risk of catching ral realities of southern planta- was a powerful phenomenon

R r m s t r o n g A t la n t i c
State Uniuersity
this disease by practicing unsafe tions. Nevertheless, persistent helping to foment dispai aging
1 1 9 3 5 f l b e rc o r n Street
sex. In fact, of the newly re- impressions idealizing the grin- ideas about the cultural tiaits of
S a u a n n a h , Gfl 3 1 4 ] g
Discriminatory Policies of ported cases, African Americans ning "darky" of the American persons of African decent,
For those who would use the
Females are now the highest risk minstrel, reflects for some, a roAmerican Red Cross
(912) 927-5351
manticized
longing
for
the
"O
ld
minstrel
imagery to idealize
factor of HIV.
FAK 9 2 1 - 5 4 9 7
e-mail:inkwell@
Further, why should it mat  South." Those who ascribe to their longing for the good old
Dear Editor:
mailgate.armstrong.edu
I would like to thank you, ter, what sexuality a person is, this belief yearn for a simpler days of the Antebellum South, I
Ronni Richardson, and the if all th e blood collected by the happier time when society main- suggest an examination of this
BJ E n g l i s h
Inkwell for addressing the ARC is t ested. The blood test tained the proper racial order-an perspective is in ordet. The earM a n a g i n g Edi tor
American Red Cross discrimi- for HIV is 99.97% accurate, and order articulated in the 19th cen- liest accounts of blackface minC h r i s t y Nolin
nation issue. I was pleased to the ARC has the "most advance tury by Supreme Court Chief strel acts have been traced to the
A s s i s t a n t Editor
see that others on campus were state of the art equipment," a Justice Roger B. Taney who assumption that Africans were
exploiting this issue as well. The quote from their web page. If ruled that the American Negro happiest in a state of enslaveDauid Bowman
Student Government Associa- the ARC wants to trulyeliminate had no rights that a White man ment. While this sentiment had
S p o r t s Editor
tion on its m eeting, November the risk of getting a tainted blood was bound to respect. For those widespread support among
A n g e l a St ric kland
2, 1998, alsoaddressed this mat supply, why don't they only ac who follow this line of reason Whites in the American South,
A
d
u e r t i s i n g M an a g e r
it
also
manifested
itself
in
the
ter, but failed to act to send a let cept healthy persons from ages ing, the racial caste portrayed in
ter to t he American Red Cross of child birth to 12 years old, the minstrel was not a contrad ic northern states where the
S t a f f W r it e r s
since that group is the least tion of th e American Creed but blackface minstrel was bom. Pre
disagreeing with
A a d h a N a ra y a n a n
Discrimination based on sexual likely to have participated in any a fulfillment, as the childlike Revolutionary War New York
A o n n i R icha r ds o n
sexual acts.
African American not only ers set the popular minstrel patorientation.
J
o
u r n a l i s m S tu d e n t s
My argument is simple, If needed White supervision but tern as they conjured up jovial
A simple letter was pro
and simplistic blackface song
posed in the S enate that stated we have such a "Blood Short- desired it.
For African Americans who and dance routines that became
that discrimination is wrong, age", why eliminate a group of
Photos by
that we felt that one of our stu potential healthy donors, be- are familiar with the minstrel synonymous with the growing
D e s m a l Purcell
D e r e k Da ui s
dents was discriminated against, cause oftheir sexual orientati on, character depicted in t he sixty- northern minstrel tradition.
and that we ask that the ARC Why must you, also, take these plus AASU student Robert Growing in popularity during
review their current policy and peoples identities, after they at- McCorkle's painting, the imag- the remainder of the 18th cenHI Harri s
hope they would update it. The tempted to give the "gift of live", ery is unsettling. One possible tury, the minstrel became the
aduisor
Senate voted by a vote of 10 to and entered it into a National description might be articulated most popular form of entertainThe Inkwell is published and distrib
2, against taking a stand on this Database.
as follows; White actors wore ment throughout America duruted bi-weekly, five times during the
issue and not to send the letter.
In closing, I would ask that ill-fitted ragtag cloths, sported ingthe later half of the 19thcenFall, Winter and Spring Quarters on
alternate Wednesdays. Copies are
Some Senators expressed that the students of AASU get in- large shoes, and blacken their tury.
available in distribution boxes
this issue was much bigger and volved with this issue. If you faces with burnt cork as they
In the mid 19th century
throughout the campus or can be sub
shouldn't be handled by the believe that the Senate should lampooned Blacks in the nine- Black minstrel companies bescribed to by mail for $24 a year.
The Inkwell welcomes letters and
AASU Student Senate and olh- take a stand on this issue, I en - teenth and twentieth century came increasingly popular as
comments for improvement provided
ers fear that the letter would courage you tocontact your Stu- American minstrel. These min- they performed in and out of
that they are clearly written or typed. All
letters submitted for publication must be
jeopardize future relations with dent Senators, tell them what strels used heavy dialect to mock Blackface. Ironically Black persigned and a phone number should be
AASU and the ARC.
you think. You can obtain a list persons of African decent; their formers set out to mimic White
provided for verification purposes.
I think the locus ol the ar- of their contact numbers by go- exaggerated movements por- actors who lampooned Black
Names will be withheld upon request.
The Inkwell welcomes public an
gument here is simple, was astu- ing to the Student Government (rayed Blacks as foolish and stu- plantation life through the minnouncements. press releases, etc.
dent unfairly treated solely be- Association office, located on pid. Blacks in t he minstrel had strel for decades. Singing songs
Such information will be published
cause he is gav? The issue here 2nd floor of the MCC Student "wool" hair that had to be filed such as "Roog Hog or Die," or
free of charge at the discretion of the
editorial staff.
is Discrimination, not the health Center, or by calling the Stu
d ent instead ol cut. Blacks according "Darkie s Melody," White troop
The comments and opinions ex
concerns, or thecost concerns of Government A ssociation office to the minstrel tradition bore owners sought to pass these
pressed in this publication do not
the American Red Cross, or the at (912) 927-5350. Remember little "darky cubs." as opposed Black performers off as genuine
necessarily express the opinions of
anyone other than the person who
Relationship concerns of the we are here for you, to listen t o to children, they had bulging plantations "darkies" from the
has written them and are not to be
Student Government Associa you, to represent you, and to eyeballs, gaping mouths with
taken as a reflection upon the views
South. In an effort to create a
tion. As a Senator, elected by stand up for your equal rights.
of the faculty, administrators, the
long, d angling lower lips, and feeling of authenticity the minUniversity System of Georgia or the
the students of Armstrong. I feel
gigantic feet. Male minstrel strel troops were given names
Board of Resents.
compelled to stand up for each Sincerely,
characters described the ideal such as, the "Georgia Slave
student's equal rights, whether Senator Robert Jeffery
Black woman with feet so big Brothers" or the "Georgia Slave
Submission deadlines:
they are while, black, male, fe
they "covered up de whole side- Troupe Minstrels." Today some
January 9 for January 22
male. straight, or gay. 1 am here
walk oi lips as large as all out White Southerners who yearn
More
on
Minstrels
January
23 for February 5
lor the students, not for the is
doors." or so large a lover could for the good old days when cotFebruary
6 for February 19
sues ol the American Red Cross.
Why was Armstrong Atlan not kiss them all a t o nce. Ideas ton was "King," endorse the idea
February
20
for March 5
To be clear the ARC policy tic State University student of pigmentation were distorted that the slave was content with
May 8 for May 21
is not to except blood from, "a Chris Yeargin upset that the to the point that when his servile condition. I guess this
man who has had sex with an school's Honors Program, which bluckfaced minstrels got sick on makes romanticizing
a period We will run organizational ad s
other man since 1977." so tlicv he is a part of. exhibited a pic stage they turned pale and had
where one out of seven persons for free in t he Inkwell depend
will re duce the risk o f getting a ture depicting scenes of the"Old to drink ink to restore their color.
in the United States was en ing on the amount of room we
tainted blood supply. To be re South." including a minstrel Moreover, the idea that you
slaved socially acceptable.
have available.
alistic. I believe that the ARC character, several bales of cot could grow "niggas" by plant
Minstrel companies were If you wish to insure your a n
fails to notice llutt HIV/AIDS is ton. and a river boat? Moreover, ing their toes in the ground
both loved and loathed by Afri nouncement goes in the pa pei
no longer a disease affected by what do these images actually speaks to the dehumanizing tra
can Americans. In t he late 19th for every issue, you may wis h
only one sexual lifestyle.
represent?
dition of the American minstrel. centuty Black minstrel owners
to purchase ad space.
Unlike the ARC, HIV does
The American minstrel Some African Americans are
entered the fray and jockeyed for Contact Angela^ Strickland, at
not discriminate! Anyone per grew out of the racial f antasies aware that the Black character
,
9 2 7 - 5 3 5 1 f o r information on
son. regardless of their sexual of northern Whites, not the ru- portrayed in the minstrel show
continued on page
3
• •
' &
advertising.
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Attention Journalism Students
The Inkwell will be attend
ee tw o journalism events in
Georgia and we invite you to
come with u s. We cannot pay
your registration fees to all eve
nts,
but can provide tra nsportation if
enough people are interested in at
tending and need a ride.
The first event is the 1999
Georgia College Press Associa
tion Press I nstitute and Career
Networking Fair, to be held in
Macon Georgia at the Crowne
Plaza Hotel on Saturday, Janu
ary 30th, from 9:00 to 5:00.
There is'a registration fee of
$20 per s tudent. Reservations
for hotel rooms are available by
calling 1 -800-741-0900. The
rooms at the hotel are a bit
pricey, but there are cheaper ho
tels nearby.
We atte nded this Fair last
year and it is an excellent oppor
tunity to meet p rofessional and
collegiate jou rnalists. Sessions
will b e taught o n Feature writ
ing, Layout and Design, and
newsworthy ma terial.
Register early if you would
like to attend. Th e Inkwell has
all the information if you'd like
i to take a closer look. If you
would like to go and need a ride,
j letusknowby the-16th of Janu
ary at the latest. If enough people
are interested, we will go up Fri
day afternoon and come home
Sunday mornin g. If only a few
people are i nterested, we will
drive up early Saturday AM and
come home late Saturday PM.
For those of you who don't
have the money or inclination to
havel outside the city of Savan
nah, there will be another work
top at Savannah State on
Thursday, February 25th and
Friday the 26th. Thursday's session begins at 7:30 AM and cov
es college news and feature
siting, n ewspaper layout and
dwign, des igning web pages,
newspaper critiques and preparln8 your r esume and portfolio
for careers in journalism. Friday
will cover Career preparation for
Print, audio, visual and multime

16
!s

dia. You will have the opportu
nity to meet with professionals
in all these career areas.
There will also be a
newswriting, web page, feature
writing, video, sports writing
and photography competition.
The fees for entry are by school,
so if you have written something
for the Inkwell that you'd like
to enter, we will cover the cost.
Registration is $25 per per
son. We will pay the fee of two

persons who would like to rep
resent the Inkwell and write a
story about the workshop for
the paper. We will also pay for
your lunch; up to $10 per per
son, so if you'd like to go, let us
know as soon as possible. Dead
line for fees for the competitions
are on January 25. You will have
until the February 5th issue of
the Inkwell to submit material
for publication and entry in the
contest.
You do not need to be a jour
nalism student to attend either of
these workshops, but an interest
in writing and communications
is highly suggested.
Contributions to the Inkwell
may be e-mailed as text files, or
printed directly to the e-mail
message board and sent to
inkwell@mailgate.armstrong.edu.
Photos of events are also
welcome. We are currently in
need of sports writers and pho
tographers for baseball and bas
ketball and will pay expenses
within reason.
You won't get rich working
for the Inkwell, but it looks great
on a resume, and the Inkwell
subscribes to a national univer
sity news data bank, so your
work could appear in campus
newspapers across the US and
Canada!
Many of our photographers
have gotten outside jobs and
have been published in local
papers and magazines after their
work was seen in the Inkwell,
so don't be shy, come by and
apply for a "paycheckless" po
sition today!

discovery of gun powder and the

(bamboo ca ses or rolled paper tubes

C'est La Vie by Don Flood
TYING ONE ON
Prince Claus of Holland recently
made a strong fashion statement.
While opening a show of African
fashion, Claus yanked off his tie and
dropped it at his wife's feet.
'"A snake around my neck,' the
73-year-old prince snarled to a stand
ing ovation," is how the Associated
Press described it.
Snarled? I can understand some
one not liking ties, but I draw the line
at snarling at articles of clothing.
The prince continued, "For me a
necktie is like a dog leash — both
symbolize a limit on freedom."
The newly unfettered prince, rev
eling in his freedom, pranced around
like a playful puppy, licking chil
dren's faces and nipping at people's
heels.
Finally, his wife — to complete
the ceremony — had to have him put
in a kennel.
But the damage was done.
Soon people began disrobing on
TV, first a news anchorman and then
a sportscaster.
Some fashion sources say the cer
emony was a naked attempt to scarf
up the Nobel Prize for Fashion,
which has been dominated in recent
years by American models for their
groundbreaking work in Victoria's
Secret catalogs.
Others
dismissed
Holland's
attempt to be a fashion leader, point
ing out that it is no longer a real
country, having been bought by
Disney to develop as a theme park.
But the idea of not tying one on
may be spreading.
Already,
Congressional
Republicans, in an effort to improve
their poll numbers, are exploring the
possibility of impeaching the neck
tie,
while
others,
citing
Constitutional grounds, favor a vote
of censure.

President Clinton, though pointing
out that he thinks he looks pretty
spiffy in a suit and tie, has indicated
he would accept a vote of censure on
the necktie.
But Congress should be wary of
supporting more casual dress.
First the necktie goes, then the
suit.
Soon we'll have a President of the
United States showing up for his
inauguration in his sweatpants.
Congress should recall the early
days of the Clinton Administration,
when the president insisted on jog
ging in his too-tight shorts.
Years later, many children in the
Washington. D.C.-area still remain
traumatized by the sight of the Great
White Thighs.
Also, just like Holland, the anything-goes trend could spread to our
newscasters.
We'll see Peter Jennings deliver
ing the news wearing a T-shirt and a
nose ring.
We'll see Katie Couric in a halter
top and tattoos.
We'll see Sam Donaldson say,
"Who am I kidding with this cheap
rug?" and toss off his hairpiece.
Okay, that last one might be pretty
entertaining but we'd also be encour
aging one of the great silent crises of
modem American life — middleaged men who insist on going shirt
less while doing yardwork. This
must be stopped.
Support had been growing to have
these men imprisoned or shot.
But in a more casual America they
may feel empowered to go even fur
ther — to go out dressed only in their
boxers.
America is ugly enough, people!
Just thinking about it is enough to
make me put on a necktie.
(dgf@dca.net)
© 1999 King Features Synd.. Inc.

Envelopes were first manufactured in 1839 by a New York City man
named Pierson. Before that letters were folded, with the blank space
used for an address, and closed with sealing wax.
CoMPLIMENTC op TUE GENTLEMAN AT THE
END oF THE BAR, WHo ACKED ME To INFoRM
YoU THAT HIE MEDICAL HICToRY CAN BE
DOWNLOADED PRoM MIC WEB CITE, AND THAT
HE'C NEVER NEEDED To TAKE VIAGRA...
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Minstrel letter continued:
the spotlight with their own all
Blaek minstrel companies. In
Black community's, social class
usually determined whether one
supported minstrels or not. By
and large, the Blaek bourgeoi
sie condemned or ignored both
Black and White minstrels.
Meanwhile working class Black
folk flocked to this popular form
of entertainment. The strut of the
Black minstrel company influ
enced Alabama blues legend
W.C. Handy in his youth. In ad
dition to making a "pretty good
salary," Blaek minstrels offered
African Americans geographic
and social mobility. So while the
minstrel reinforced negative ste
reotypes for some African
Americans, he also represented
opportunity, comic relief, and a
place in the limelight for others.
Thus, the Black minstrel repre
sented a dilemma that would
plague African celebrities who
opt to perpetuate negative racial
depictions in order to take ad
vantage of opportunities in the
entertainment arena?
As the relative size of the
Black middle class grew, and as
American citizens coerced the
country into recognizing the hu-|
man and constitutional rights ofl
African Americans, the idea of
the minstrel has become more
objectionable, even reprehen
sible. Conversely, there are hold
overs from a fading era in the
American South, who sees the
natural role of the African
American as one of subservi
ence, and see the minstrel as an
icon of that belief system.
Dr. Howard O. Robinson, II
Assistant Professor of African
American History at AASU

If you think it's hard to meet
new people, try picking up the
wrong golf ball.
—Jack Lemmon

*

i n v e n t i o n o f

*l,)e

The Inkwell

Teenagers are hormones with
feet.
—Marsha Doble
•**

If you're going to tell people
the truth, be funny or they'll kill
you.
—Cilly Wilder

the first fire
Chinese

« 1,000 y ears ago a r e traditionally credited to the Chmese,
'"gh India might also have been a likely source.

8 Wiley Miller / diet,cZo
by The W.ehlnglon
O.oup
««« Poet Writer.
lleyloone.com
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Student Senator
Proposes a Resolution
Against the Closure of m
^
Savannah's Inner City Making The Call On Cell Phone Etiquette
Branch Libraries
(NAPS)—Approximately 28 ,000

new subscribers will sign up for
wireless service today. Nearly twothjrds of these neW subscribers are
purchasing cellular phones for
Therefore be it resolved that we, security, safety and personal conFrnm Mpli-i R Hosfori
From Melia b. Hoston

Che Stude nt Government As„ociation at Armstrong Atlantic
State University, strongly op1
r r.,,.a
pose the closing of five inner
city libraries.

phones are now found in virtually
every public place—from restaurants and theaters to classrooms
and thg mall Ag cepuiar service
becomes more affordable, cell
phones are used more widely every
, day. But when used discourteousWhereas, children deserve the
they can cause social blunders
best chance for an education; that will later need to be repaired.

and the libraries encourage
internet usage and tutoring
w ser
most
vitu.i
for
the
vices
,
,
. _ .
undereducated and poorest cmzens in Savannah; and

using cell phones at any time from
anyplace
has •prompted
AirTouchc
—J *
•.
Cellular to develop its own set of
ceU phone etiquette do-s and don'ts.
"People love the convenience of
their wireless phones," said Suzy
Deering, 'Miss Manners' of cell
Whereas, these particular pbone etiquette for AirTouch
libraties provide an accessible Cellular. "Wireless phones enr 1
, 11
hance and increase interactions
C
safe haven for
children to study
peQple both on the phone and
after school and on weekends those around you. Our cell phone
due to their location; and
etiquette simply provides guide
lines to interact in a polite and
courteous way."
Whereas of yet, no conclusive
Based on its experience as a
reason has been offered for the communications company, cus.
tomer feedback and just plain
closing of thes particular common sense, AirTouch offers
branches, especially the the following guidelines for courCarnegie branch, which has his- teof 1
^0^ going out for fun
torical significance; and
whether it's dinner, a movie, a
concert or other entertainment
. u 1
. j1
activity, put the phone in silent or
Whereas, a cenliully located li- vjj,rate mode. Many of the new
brary can not provide as ad- wireless features let customers
more
equate
or accessible service as ^y in
than just
1
talking. New wireless features
the five branches located in 01 such as Voice Mail can collect
calls for you while you're in silent
near neighborhoods; and
mode and Caller I.D. gives the
user an opportunity to decide
Whereas, if these branches are whether or not to answer.
• If you take a call in public,
closed, other libraries would
find a quiet corner where yo u will
have to oaccomaodale users un not disturb others.
• Remember that others may
til the Bull Street branch re
hear your conversation. Don't dis
opens; and
close personal or confidential
information in a public place.
• If you take or make a call
Whereas, it is unreasonable to

Howto Avoid Being Scammed
By BJ English

Before the Christmas break, we
received a campus-wide e-mail
warning students of a new scam,
which in reality is just a re
vised version of the same old scams thathave
been taking place for centuries.
Basically, itgoes something like
this- You give us money to invest in
a business or project and we give
you more money in return.
You would think intelligent
people wouldn't become involved
in scams, but some people are
wneii ...
«. public place . — smooth talkers, and the idea of the
When
in a
sure to practice proper cell phone llggt rich qu;ck" scheme sure beats
etiquette.
the old American Dream, where you
from a restaurant it's advisable to
tucoas 0ff and have the

SSS ilow SS"

government take 40% of your pay
as their way of saying thank you.
• When using public transwhen you think of it, taxation
and insurance payments areas ir.och
discreet in your cell phone use as scams as are the men in the orange
a courtesy to other travelers.
vests collecting money for some
• I n h o s p i t a l s a n d c l i n i c s , unnarned charity you've never heard
meals.

calls, a very pleasant male voice
sympathized with my fr ustrations
and offered to make me a deal I
would pay themthe original $14^
they would consider itadonedeal
and stop harassing me.
I thought this was a good
enough deal to get nd of themand
agreed to send the ch eck, but I
wanted to get a written guarantee
before I sent the money so that 1
would have proof that the deal was
indeed over and done with,
The fellow on the otherendof
thelinetoldmehewasn'tauthorized
to send confirmation th rough the
mail.
If your warning light just went
on, Bravo foryou.Hintnumbertwo
alwaysga «,n ™^dal»p
READ the I INh PRINT.
Okay, so I told hi m that I
c^ldnldothaing^orat
andhewent.ntoasadroutmeofhow
trustworthy he was, and that all Ihal
to do was send a signed check and

areas.^Patients and'staff Tght of, but give to anyway because it hewould fiUintteamrttaj.
be disturbed.
makes you feel good.
cally for me.... RRINNGG! There
• If you see someone who
Giving and taking risks are goes that alarm again,
would greatly benefit from a call Q,
things you
Never give your charge card
but there ^
phone—mSe the cal™ One of the should watch out for. I learned the
fortunate byproducts of cellular following trick from a bill collector
technology is its unique potential wbo was trying to collect the $ 175
he said I owed the new charge comit's best to err on the side of discre- pany that took over the old one and
tion. The great benefit of wireless charged a late fee transaction for a
technology is its availability and hill I had already paid.

number or ablank check numberto
someone over the phone. If you are
ordering by charg e card over the
phone, a. leas, yoa can f,lea»
plaint with the com pany it the
amount is incorrect, but with an investor, bill collector o r any other

S pi™ ffing
£2
Ifilled ou, all Ihe necessany pa- peraon wife* a »
ful of those sharing that space perwork four times, conversed with is downnght stupidity on yourparx.
with you," said Deering.
half a dozen people who assured me
Be leery of investors that keep
AirTouch Communications, the problem would be corrected, and calling and asking for more money,
largest multiimtional wireless'coinpany i n the world. AirTouch o wns
interests in cellular, paging and
personal communications services
in the United States, Belgium,
Germany, India, Italy, Japan,
Poland, Portugal, Romania, South
Korea, Spain and Sweden, as well
as an interest in the Globalstar
satellite system. Based on its ownership share of its global ventures,
the company serves 14 million proportionate customers (29 million
total venture customers).

expect other branches to assume
the overload, especially when
the plan was not proposed to the
public prior to implementation;
and
Therefore he it resolved that, we
the Student Government Asso
ciation at AASU. strongly op
pose the closing of the five in
ner city libraries.

The saving grace of humor:
If y ou fail, at least you don't

WE'RE HERE WITH EDNA CRUNCHBERRY WHO O N C F

*»»

^^EjaD^RTOTOETHIRDCOUSIN OF THE PAPERBOY OF MONIC A LEWINSKY'S PIANO TEACHER...

sent the cut UP credit card t0 them or who belittleyou and call youstualong with a copy of the cancelled pid for not wanting to give them your
check for the amount they said I had life savings to invest i n a S ure
•j
n°tpaldthlng '
^'
..
fnlWhich brings us to point numTo avoid being scammeu, w
ber one. If someone asks you to send low these basic steps, and at least jf
•"
...
.™nuill
them
a cancelled check, DON'T! If something
does go wrong, you*
.
,
,
. .
,
y°U d°that' y°u have no record that have some SOlt ° , , thpfine
you Paid> other than your bank state- 1. Get it in wnting and read tne m
ment, and that is n't as good
as the pi
print,
II11.
w
9 Nev
cancelled check
cancelled
check itself
itself.
2.
Never bebullied ortearjerked into
If they ask for the check, send a deal.
.
them a copy of the front and back of 3. Make sure th at a dvance ctiec
the check with the cancellation date, they give you won't bounce.
Do not send a blank check to any- 4. Read the fine print: some chec'
one! This would seem obvious to are actually contracts. When you
most of us, but you'd be surprised at sign and cash them, you316
how many people fall for this ing to a contract wh ich wi t>
scheme.
mately cost you mote moneyt
The bill collectors for my credit the check was worth.
card debt made a point of calling 5. Neverdobusinessoverthep0
my house at least once a week and in a hotel room, on the street, or
sending threatening letters that they cause you don't want to hurt)
were going to* ruin my credit if I foend's
feelings. Use your brainy
didn t pay them the money I s up- your emotions when g ettinposecHy owed.
volved in business deals.
I d try to explain that I already 6. Have a lawyer
,c necessary paper- perwork, or at tea
filled
all "
the
least
have -so .
7 out ""
si na<wortnnH iU
.,f fl,
T
vvoi , and
that
th e company .before
who understands the conlusirtr
them had cleared the debt, which at and can explainto you whatyo"
t at tu ne amounted to about a $ 14 agreeing to do.
^
late fee chaige.
7 T,M no one. If sonw® *
I WO years after later, I was still you a deal that is too goodto »
receiving p hone calls. Inone of those itprobably is exactly that.

to Another Level is
the 1999 Homecoming Theme

©ffl(o}

Taking It

just when you thought Government Association in the
AASU Day was as happening as Sports Arena. After the game,
it gets on campus, comes Home- there will be free pizza,
coming 1999. The theme, Takjug it to Another Level, symbolizes AASU's growth over the
past ten year s, from college to
university status; the new Sports
Centerand University Hall; new
graduate programs; planned on
campus housing and a new ScienceBuilding;justtonameafew.
AASU's p rofessors and stu-

On Friday, comedian Retta
will appear in the cafeteria at
noon, and on Saturday, the bis
basketball games begin with the
woman playing Augusta State at
5:30, and the men playing Augusta State at 7:30. There will
be a student party after the men's
game with free music by After

dents have been honored in academies and athletics. Student musicians and artists have won hon
ors and accolades, impressing all
who attend their recitals and
shows. Indeed the old Abercorn

For the more sophisticated,
there will be a Hall of Fame

High is rising to a new level of
existence and making it's mark
upon Savannah an d surrounding
communities.
This y ear's Homecoming
rans from Mo nday, January 25
tough Saturday, January 30th.
ni

jr

.,

.
,
Planned for the busy week are

1 n f fk nil/ in Ixi r til ^
\, , rt/l
Spirit
Chalk-in by the Quad
from
11-1:30, with balloon artist "Phil"
present fro m 1 0:30 - 2:00- Kids
are welcome to attend.
On Wednesday, there will be

Dark.

Banquet at 7:00 P.M. on Thurs
day, January 28 (cost is $ 12 per
person), and on Friday, a Golf
Tournament ($35 per person)
during the day, and an Alumni
party at Savannah Station, that
evening at 7:00, featuring Angela Beasley's Puppet People
and Emma Kelly ( $25).
There will also be a BBQ
from 4-6 at the Aquatic's Cen.

i- • ,

t

.„

, .„

ter on Friday, January 29, and if
^
— A.
.
TT _ .
you want to get
a start
on Homecoming early, and get a free
Homecoming t-shirt, you can
give blood on January 13th at the
MCC. So, watch those bulletin
. mil «•

Women At Work
by Tatnara Jones
In spite of growing opportunities
tor women in the workplace, there is
still a group of women who are
unable to break out of poverty.
Although many of them wwk,
they're usually employed in the low
est-paying jobs. These jobs would
make it d ifficult for them to support
themselves. But they often also have
to support children on what they
earn.
For the most part, these women are
displaced homemakers who found
themselves cut adrift when their mar
riages ended. Other women are single
mothers who were unable to take the
time or afford the cost of training for
marketable skills.
A report from Women Work! The
National Network for Women's
Employment makes it clear that most
of these women do not want welfare.
Indeed, they want to work, and they
want the training that will allow them
to earn more for themselves and their
families.
Jill Miller, executive director of
Women Work!, says. "It is time for
state and federal policymakers to
support the job training and educa
tion programs that can give displaced
homemakers and single mothers a
real chance at economic self-suffi
ciency."
Sandy Nelson, president of Women
Work!, says, "More than ever, we
need leadership on vocational educa
tion, child care, dislocated worker
and ot
her job-training initiatives and
ana
outer
economic development proposals to
1111 n /V
r 1k'f tka
A VMMIn, .
.
•
improve
the employment
environ
ment for women who have lost finan
cial support, or who may never have
had it."

„

aPep Rally at noon, followed by boards and marquee signs, and if
a basketball ga me between the try to attend at least one of these with it?
administration a nd the Student events.

„ • ,

wha^ouldT^SS
Tom Wilson

VarsityBooks.com Launches Multi-Million Marketing Blitz
to Expand Share of $3 Billion U.S. College Textbook Market
Proven E-Commerce Model
Early last year, VarsityBooks. said Kevin Cunningham, University
com became the first e-com- of Virginia campus rep.
tyfers Students Savings
WASHINGTON/PRNewswire/—VarsityBooks.com, the
eading onl ine seller of dis
counted college textbooks,
inched a multi-million dollar
Marketing campaign to solidify
"s market leadership position by
expanding its share of the $3 billon U .S. college textbook maret The company also unveiled
Js new website, which features
J* sophisticated search engine
at lets co llege students find
i®.books from booklists by
IVlc'ual schools, professors
am courses.
A nationwide college
***** campaign executed
we help of a sophisticated
wssroots network of 300 cams representatives is the corner"e
VarsityBooks.com
Marketing program. Exten, e national and local print,
hj . Cast and online advertising
lnf°rees the effort.

merce company dedicated to
saving students time and money
by selling new college textbooks
online at discounts of up to 40
percent.
"Students are providing
the
momentum
behind
VarsityBooks.com. We have alreaoy sold to thousands of col
lege students in every state,"
said Eric Kuhn, CEO and
founder of VarsityBooks.com.
"We've designed a comprehen
sive marketing campaign to en
sure that every student from
coast to coast knows there is a
more affordable and convenient
way to buy books.
The company's marketing push
is timed to reach students and their
professors as they return to school
for the spring '99 semester. "It's great
to be able to obtain marketing and
business experience, while also be
ing able to save my friends time and
money when buying their books,"

The new VarsityBooks.com
website features two additional
flat shipping rates, including 2nd
day air and overnight delivery
options, along with a method to
track orders directly from the
Web site.
VarsityBooks.com is a con
venient alternative to the cam
pus store, offering university
booklists and a wide range of
titles for immediate shipping.
Based in Washington, DC,
VarsityBooks.com
was
founded in December 1997
by Eric Kuhn and Tim Levy,
fellow alumni of The George
Washington University Law
School.
For more information con
tact: Keely Fitzgerald of PR21,
617-8764618, keely_fitzgerald
@ pr21.com, or Jodi Gershoni,
Communications Director of
VarsityBooks.com, 202-6673400, jodi@varsitybooks.com/
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AASU Student Wins
National Award
Armstrong Atlantic State
University student Tammy
Tyner received the American
Dental Hygienists' Associa
tion Institute for Oral Health
Certificate Scholarship of
$1000 for educational ex
penses. According to the
ADHA, Tyner was selected
based on her outstanding
achievements and sincere and
enthusiastic interest in pursu
ing a career in dental hygiene.

Top 10 Movies
1. Patch Adams starring Robin
Williams
2. Slepmoni Susan Saramlon
3. StarlYek: Insurrection Patrick
Stewart
4. The Faculty Piper Laurie
5. The Prince of Egypt
6. Mighty Joe Young Bill Paxton
7. You've Got Mail Tom Hanks
8. Down in the Delta Alfre
Woodartl
9. A Bug's Life
10. Shakespeare In Love
Gwynelh Paltrow
© 1999 King F eatures Synd.. Inc.

SGAE is on the
move!!
The AASU chapter of the
Student Georgia Association
of Educators had their meet
ing of the fall semester on
Wednesday, November 4, of
fering free lunch to all current
and perspective SGAE mem
bers. Officers were elected
during this meeting to fill all
positions. With brand new
leadership, positive goals and
unlimited potential, there is
nothing that these young fu
ture educators can't do.

President: Renee'Bryce
Vice President: Jeneth
Groover
Secretary: Jennifer Gill
Treasurer: Kerry Howell
Historian: Nikki Caine
Publicist: Beth Jones
Volunteer: Tonya Duke
SGAE is a national orga
nization that can provide in
valuable training and infor
mation to help prepare you
for your professional career
as well as providing a chance
to interact with .nany other
students and professors in the
education department. For
information on becoming a
member of SGAE, see Dr.
Lloyd or Dr. Agyekum in the
education department.

January 8
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Calendar of Events
Graduation Recital
WHAT: Bassonist Stephanie
Gatch presents a graduation re
cital on

Thursday, January 14
at 2:30 P.M. in the
Fine Arts Auditorium
COST: admision is free and
open to the public
CONTACT:
927-5325

Monday January 1 8
Martin Luther King
Jr. Holiday

Faculty Lect ure
Seri es:
Mozart and Salieri:
A Musical Murder
Mystery?
What was the
relationship between
Mozart and Salier? Did
Schikaneder really write

The Magic Flute? What
does Pushkin have to
do with all of this?
Musical historian Robert Harris
lectures on the life and death of
Wolfgang Amedeus Mozart on
Wed., January 20 at 12:15 RM.
WHERE: Ashmore Auditorium
Admission is free and open to
the public. Contact Robert Har
ris at 921-7414 for more infor
mation.

AASU Art Faculty
Exhibition
AASU faculty exhibits
Signs and Wonders
January 1 5 - 2 9
In the Fine Arts Gallery
at Armstrong.
Admission to Teacher
Education meeting
Monday,
January 25,1999
Noon -1:30pm OR 6:00-7:30pm
University Hall 158
Fall 1999 student teaching sign
up Wednesday, February 3, 1999
Noon -1:30pm University Hall 158

oaaoojjxDS ©©QQQSCQQS
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To Your Health
Marcella A. Hart, Ph.D., R.N.
Graduate Program in Nursing

LEAFY GREENS - WHY YOU
NEED THEM: They're rich in betacarotene - though its color is masked
by-chlorophyll - and supply lutein
and zeaxanthin, carotenoids that may
lower the risk of macular degenera
tion (retina deterioration), the leading
cause of irreversible blindness (NAPS)—Do you know what
among people over 65. Leafy greens the RDA stands for on food and
also pack folic acid, a B vitamin that
vitamin labels? RDA stands for
has been shown to decrease the risk
of certain birth defects and may also Recommended Dietary Allow
help stave off heart disease. Aserving
ance. Originally, the RDAs were
(about 1/2 cup, cooked) of greens,
such as Swiss chard, collard greens, calculated to ensure that people
or spinach, supplies about 10 to 50 didn't develop deficiency dis
percent of the Daily Value for mag
nesium. a mineral that fights high eases, such as scurvy (a disease
blood pressure. The lighter the shade characterized by anemia and
of green, the fewer nutrients you're
skin hemorrhages), and should Similarly, the RDA for vitamin
getting: Substitute romaine or fresh
be viewed as recommended di E is 30 international units, but
spinach for pale iceberg lettuce.
SEAFOOD - WHY YOU NEED etary minimums. For years, the approximately 200 international
IT: It's high in protein, low in satu
rated fat, and a great way to catch RDAs have remained at these units has demonstrated a pos
omega-3s, polyunsaturated fats that levels which are far below what sible reduction in the risk of can
the body can't make on its own.
the human body requires to help cer and heart disease. The new
Omega-3s, often called fish oils,
appear to reduce the likelihood of reduce the risk of many illnesses DRIs are established with the
blood clots that can lead to heart such as cancer, diabetes, cata intent of optimizing health by
attack or stroke. They may also pull
down very high triglyceride levels, a racts, heart disease and not only reducing the risk of
risk factor for heart disease. Though Alzheimer's. Until now. Be scurvy, but also many chronic
omega-3s are in all fish and shellfish,
they're most abundant in "oily" ones cause of new research, the Na diseases. To help determine the
like salmon, mackerel, sardines, and tional Academy of Sciences has amount of nutrients consumed,
herring. And some shellfish, like recognized the ability of many read the nutrition label and lo
clams, mussels, and oysters, even
rival red m eat as great sources of iron nutrients in helping to reduce the cate the Percentage Daily Value
and zinc, without all that saturated risk of developing many (DV), which is based on a 2,000
fat.
FLAX - WHY YOU NEED IT: chronic, debilitating diseases. As calorie diet. Due to many AmeriThe tiny brown, nut-flavored seeds of a result, the Academy is begin- cans' active lifestyles, reaching
the age-old grain called flax are the ning to raise the nutrient levels these new levels may be achalbest source of plant substances called
lignans - which are attracting atten now being referred to as Dietary lenge. To ensure that these levtion as potential cancer fighters. Reference Intakes (DRIs), to re- els are reached and obtain optiExperts believe lignans (a type of
flect today's nutritional reality, mal health, many people may
plant estrogen) block some effects of
the body's estrogen, thereby inhibit where chronic conditions rank want to consider supplementing
ing the f ormation of certain types of as the major cause of death and their diet with a multivitamin. To
breast and ovarian tumors. Flax is
also the primary plant source of disability in the United States, leam more about the benefits of
alpha-linolenic acid, the garden's In the last decade, research has antioxidant vitamins and their
version of the healthful omega-3 fatty demonstrated the preventative preventative power, BASFHuacids found in fish oil. Flax seeds
serve up cholesterol-reducing soluble power of antioxidant vitamins man Nutrition offers a poster/
fiber too. And although flax oil loses such as vitamins E, C and the brochure. To receive your free
the lignans and fiber during process
ing, it too is a wellspring of omega- carotenoids in reducing the risk copy, send your name and ad3s. (Don't use the oil for cooking; it of many degenerative diseases, dress to Team Antioxidant, 3550
doesn't deliver the good stuff when
However, these benefits cannot Young Place, Lynchburg, VA
heated.)

Does k-D-ri Stand Tor Opttaml HetH?
200
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Why Do I Have to
Take PE?
If you have read the Student
Guide to Semester Conversion,
you have seen that there is a
Physical Education Require
ment for everyone. No longer
are Senior Citizens, i.e. those
students over 26 excused from
PE. The importance of exercise
for good health has been recognized by the Chancellor and
Board of Regents of the University System of Georgia. PE
courses will now be required for
every student at all Georgia colleges and universities.
No matter how old you are,
moderate exercise is important
for psychological and physiological health. Exercise has
been shown to increase weight
loss, renew mental status, improve cardiovascular function,
improve muscle tone, balance,
and range of motion and above
all, enhance general well-being,
(And take care of all those extra
calories we indulged in over the
Holidays!)
Everyone knows that exer
cise is important for weight loss.
The prevalence of obesity has
increased tremendously in the
United States, particularly in
young people. And obesity has
clearly been associated with

Good Housekeeping

O
arKj exhilaration produced by
dancing and sports activities. So
jf y
are fatigued, instead of
heading to the library to sleep
between classes, take a walk
ar0und campus to increase those
Endorphins,
A sedentary life style has
been associated with increased
jsk f coronary artery disease,
Exercise over an extended period decreases the heart rate and
iowers blood pressure. Exercise
a|so increases the serum levels
of
high density cholesterol
(good cholesterol) which is protective against atherosclerosis
(hardening of the arteries) of the
blood vessels. Cardiac rehabili
0U

r

0

RDA

tation programs have planned
exercise as part of the routine for
just these reasons.
Finally, regular moderate
weight bearing exercise can
slow down bone loss, increase
bone density and mass, and lead
to a decreased incidence of os
teoporosis in later life. Exercise
many chronic diseases such as a|so increases muscle strength.
heart disease, diabetes, and Exercise may help to prolong in
stroke, to name a few. You can dependence in older life because
not pick up a magazine that has it helps retain basic strength to
an article about weight loss that carry out activities of daily livdoes not say that to lose weight
© 1999 Hearst Communications. Inc.
you must also decrease your
So instead of becoming an
calorie intake by not taking as noyed about the PE requirement,
Humor is the shortest dis
many in (that is. cut down on look at it as a way to improve
tance between two people.
junk foods, second helpings, etc) your overall health. It may just
—Victor Borge
and by exercising to use up those be the start of a life long exercalorics. A regular walk around cjse p|an (hat could extend your
Lake Mayer is just under 1.5 life a well into the next millen
miles and a 2.6 mph walk at a nium.
R e moderate pace burns up 200 member—that walk or run from
calories.
the Gym parking lot to Haxves
Exercise makes you feel Hall can be better for you than
good. Endorphins are neuropep you think.
tides that have been described as
To Your Health! will feature
your own morphine. Vigorous information about your health.
exercise increases endorphin Suggestions and comments
levels, and this leads to in should be sent to Dr. Camille
creased feelings of excitement, Stern, Graduate Program in
CKHSK;
euphoria, and general well be- Nursing (921-5721). E-mail:
ing. fhe increased Endorphins aunille_stan@mailgaleiamstiongjeda
may play a role in the excitement __________________

'Take this perscription to
any barbershop."

Optimal
Health ©

be achieved with the specified 24501.

amounts of vitamins in our current RDAs. For example, the
RDA for vitamin C is only 60
milligrams a day. Current research has shown that the optimal level for good health may
be as high as 200 milligrams,

Eating an orange a day can supply the required daily amount of
vitamin C, but it takes more than
three oranges to maintain optimal levels of vitamin C. A vitamin supplement may help bridge
the gap.
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The shellac that protects furniture is made from lac, a sticky sub
stance that insects secrete. These insects gather by the hundreds
and thousands on soapberry and acacia trees in Burma and Inia. The word lac or lakh means hundred thousand in Persian
and Hindu.

Seep'age appears on Campus
Health Professions Offers Help
The S tudent Educational

or ACT score verification.
enrichment Pro gram is for colRising sophomores, juniors,
students who are under-rep seniors and selected post-bacca
ented in the health profes- laureate students who are inter
•]0ns and/or are from disadvan- ested in the health professions.
s backgrounds. It features
Multiple factors will be used to
edit courses in physiology or select students. Among them
joroanatomy. Also included will include, but not be limited
jenon-credit coursees in Medi to, GPA, Standardized Test
ating, MCAT/DAT Verbal Scores (SAT or ACT), recom
Reasoning, MCAT/DAT Science mendations, extracurricular ac
jtview, Health S ciences, Math tivities, total academic back
ematics, Learning Skills and Ad ground, and overall potential for
dons' Seminars. Students will success in health professions or
clinical advise- graduate school.
jentby facul ty and health proParticipants will receive sti
isions enrichment experiences. pends to cover food, books and
Hieprogram will select from 40- other living expenses. The pro
Dhighly competitive students.
gram will pay tuition feese and
The sum mer program is dormitory accomodations.
sponsored by th e Medical ColFor further information or to
$ foGeorgia, School of Medi request an application, write or call:
ate, w hich is located in Au- Office of Special Adademic Pro
aista,Georgia, th e second larg- grams
Jje

stmetropolitan area in the state. Student Educational Enrichment
The program will run from Program
Ike 12 through July 30, 1999. Medical College of Georgia
plications and all supporting School of Medicine, Suite AA-153
•trials must be postmarked by
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Totor/Mentors
for locaj elementary,
m l c / ^ l e ? a o cf h l & h s c h o o l s

W s t) t e d / m t v * e <i I a 1 e l y
Salary start* at $ 6.00

hour

o r
ose yoor time f o r
commodity service
retirements
o r

Augusta, Georgia 30912-1900

kh 1,1999. Supporting mate- Phone (706) 721-2522
i include: tran scripts, recom- Fax (706) 721-8203 E-Mail:
adations forms, essay, and SAT wsykes @ mai 1 .mcg.edu

January 8

t>o your Practlcom wit

CHAOS

AAS(J Oepar+Ment o f E ducation and
Office o f / o(unteer and Service /Learning
approved*
fte^entary tutors contact
Or. Mary Ellen Cos&rove 6 927 '5181.

twiddle a nd High school tutors con tact
Kevin L ynch © 961-3257-

Application* f or Middle and hifh school
tutors can be p icked op at Hav/es Hall 2 01.
R.F.D. by MIKE MARLAND
; of

D isability Services would like to give a
thank
uianK you to
to the
tne students who
wno were notetakers
nuiciaicci
^ Fall Semester 1998. You helped a number of
Ipnfr, . *,1
. .
1 <11
with your hardwork and notetaking skills.
ere
--•«

ky°u!!

Tracy Kratz

/a Beaton-Jones
°rah Hankey

Patrick LaPollo II
Casey Moore
Jessica Spiers
Tammy Renard

e Hill
'fer Kinoy

\
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ytisrn Continued
made some significant
After learning of Lovaas'
jod, the Smiths went on-line
'see what ways they could get
Is kind of instruction for their
„ T his search led them to the
;I1ter for Early Education, a
mpany of consultants that spejesin working with autistic
iildren using a pr ogram modid after Lovaas'ABA. Each
jfthe consultants has worked
jirectly under Ivar Lovaas for a
jinimum of two yea rs.
The Smiths are currently
aching Matthew at home. They
Igan his ABA program, based
u Lovaas' stud ies, while stalonedin Germany. The training
program involves a team of vol
unteers, o r paid part-time em
ployees who must be dedicated
adcaring. They spend approxinately 10-15 hours a week
wiring with Matthew in a specia l training room. He is asked
li match like objects, put
pies together and imitate
inds that he will eventually
a to form words. Matthew can
already say words like apple and
tat, but ha s tro uble with other
lords like cookie. When asked
'repeat the word after viewing
lash card of cookies, Matthew
ays, "awkie" and "ookie", but
kis steadily impr oving.
Matthew's grandmother,
fcti Furst, who has a degree
'Psychology, and was visiting
tan Texas d uring this interw, said, "You have to teach
to language and you have to
tow h ow to work with him to
phis attention so he won't
't o ff i n t o h i s o w n i n n e r
Id."
Matthew is rewarded with
'rtoalpraise, hugs, and tickling
ton he solves a problem. Oc®ionally he becomes fussy and
tos,but still performs the tasks,
to constant stim ulation helps
latthew form connections that
;|i'hopefully allow him to fiinc* well en ough to go on to
°ol with other students his age.
To mainstream Matthew into
oo school sy stem, a tutor or
may g o to school with
31 initially, but would be faded
as Matt hew progresses.
;°roe psy chologists are still
Optical of this program," said
elle,"'but Lovaas has shown
^ percent of those participat*dSAtraining in the late '80s
:e oio'e to attend normal eduton classes, and an additional
Percent were able to go on to
a' education classes. About
^percent had oth er problems,
u^ng mental retardation."
The intervention needs to be
1 no w> while M atthew is de

Grandmother IMarti Furst hugs Matthew on Christmas Eve
veloping. It doesn't work as well
with adults," said Furst.
"It's like teaching a foreign
language to a child," Rodney
Smith said. "A person's brain is
like concrete. While it's wet, you
can mold and shape it. Once it is
set, you can't do much with it."
He describes Matthew's
brain as having a short circuit
somewhere, stating that normal
children form neural pathways
in the brain and learn things
from repetition, laying down a
network that continues to grow
and spread as the child progresses,
but Matthew's brain doesn't al
ways make that connection.
Smith goes on to say that,
"Matthew had an EEG in Ger
many that came out normal; so
did the MRI. There is nothing
physiologically wrong with his
brain. The areas are used and
developing. There is no defini
tive physiological test that will
tell you a child is autistic be
cause there is no physiological
characteristic. Autism is based
on symptoms that cover a wide
spectrum from mild to severe.
Matthew was diagnosed on two
separate evaluations as mild to
moderate."
The Smiths say that Mat
thew has good days and bad
days, but is old enough now to
know when he is being tested by
doctors and psychologists, and

may do better when tested in a
non-test environment, or on dif
ferent days which may be good
or bad days for him, but there is
enough information now to have
a baseline on which to measure
future progress. The Smiths are
currently searching for a new
team of therapists.
In the past, they have found
psychology majors and educa
tion majors to make excellent
choices as therapists, especially
as these college students can
participate in Matthew's training
for internship credit on a volun
tary basis, but they are also will
ing to pay students of other in
terested people to assist in
Matthew's therapy.
"The trainers we worked
with in Germany said it was re
ally a challenging but fun job.
They loved getting to know
Matthew and seeing results right
away," say the Smiths.
Their lead trainer, Andrea
Suydan, who currently lives in
Germany arrived in Savannah
on January 4th alnd will be help
ing to train a new team of thera
pists and a lead trainer who will
coordinate a log book of
Matthew's progress. Suydan is
an American married to an Army
Captain. She has a degree in
communications, has worked as
a substitute teacher in Germany
and became very attached to

Matthew while working with
him there.
"Motivation is really impor
tant. We are prepared to offer
paid positions. We want to train
at least six people, but if we can
find eight or ten, that would be
better for Matthew to have in
teraction with different people,"
the Smiths said. Also, they like
to have a few extra people on
staff in case someone gets sick
or can't make it to a session.
"The more people involved
and committed the better,"
Michelle Smith said.
Positions run as few as 7
hours per week for therapists to
as many as 25 hours a week for
a lead trainer, and the Smiths are
willing to give more paid hours to
anyone who would like to baby
sit occasionally for them as well.
Matthew's program is six
days a week, so weekday or
weekend hours are available.
Mothers who would like a parttime job while their kids are at
school are welcome to apply as
well. The teaching techniques
learned work well with all de
veloping children.
Applicants will be asked to
attend weekly meetings to dis
cuss Matthew's progress and
many of the teaching sessions
are video taped for research
records. Also, the group will
work via telephone with an as
signed consultant from the Cen
ter for Early Education in San
Diego. The consultant has
worked directly with Ivar
Lovaas for four years, so this is
a wonderful opportunity for any
one interested in the study of
early childhood education.
Michelle Smith states that
she even uses the methods used
to teach Matthew for her older
son Dennis who will turn five
this February. Dennis enjoys
working with his brother and is
not jealous of all the special at
tention given Matthew. The

Smith's say he is a good big
brother and is very protective.
Above all, applicants should
be open-minded and dedicated,
with a desire to learn. The
Smiths say they are not looking
for someone who's beliefs are
etched in stone and think some
thing has to be done in this way
and this way alone. That is why
they prefer college students ver
sus established special education
professionals, but grandmother
types are welcome too. Actually,
no experience is necessary, just
a strong desire to learn and a
commitment to Matthew and his
recovery.
The cost of educating Mat
thew comes at no small expense,
and the Smiths have relied
heavily on contributions from
family members. It can cost
about $45,000 to $50,000 a year
to run the applied behavioral
analysis program to educate an
autistic child. Medicaid can pay
part of this expense through the
Katie Beckett Waiver, as the pro
gram is designed to keep the
child from being institutional
ized at a greater expense to tax
payers. If the training and care
the child receives at home is as
good or better than an institution
could provide, and there is docu
mented evidence of success, a
child could receive benefits
through this Medicaid program.
The Smiths have applied for this
waiver and are hopeful that
Matthew's Medicaid application
will be accepted.
Anyone interested in apply
ing for a position as a tutor/
therapist, or lead trainer, can
contact the Smiths by e-mail at:
jmsl964@aol.com, or call or
FAX their home phone at
(912)727-2021. College stu
dents can arrange with their pro
fessors to be given classroom
credit for participating, or to
have the work apply toward an
internship for future job refer
ence in a similar field.

friknfrak1Paol.com.
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ALAN ALP A: DO ANIMALS THINK?

••
••••
••••
••••

Checkout Our
Videos!

•••
•••

Armstrong students may now
check out videos from the library
and watch them in t he comfort
of home. Grab your student ID
and trot on over to the Media
Services Dept. upstairs in Lane
Library. Feature films, documen
taries and educational films on all
subjects await you!

Georgia Art Educators
Exhibit at State Capitol
Atlanta/Statewide - The ex
hibition at the Governor's Outer
Office (Room 203), the Secre
tary of State's Outer Office
(Room
214),
and
the
Lieutenant's Governor's Pouter
Office (Room 240) will be held
from January 11 to March 5,
1999. The exhibition held at
Twain Towers in February form
ing a joint celebration of the art
ists and arts education.
The Georgia Council for the
Arts (GCA) selected the works
exhibited from over 100 submis
sions by members of GAEA,
representing educators from the
kindergarten through the college
and university levels. Among
the exhibiting artists is Tom L.

5LASS:F:SCS
Help Wanted
The Landings Club, Inc. has the
current positions available:
Full Time
Golf Course Workers
Start $7 an hour w/increases at
3/6/12 months
Accounting Clerk
Part Time
Golf Cart Attendant
Certified Life Guard
Please apply in pe rson Tuesday Friday 9 AM - 4 PM.
South on Waters to Skidaway
Island. JOBLINE 598-2504,
press #1 again. EOE, DFW

Lost and Found
Found in D ecember- Man's watch
on AASU campus. Call La Trelle
Rogers in the business office at
927-5255.

Cato of AASU.
"This is the third year we
have collaborated with the Geor
gia Art Educators Association. I
am very impressed by the quality of the works submitted for
the exhibition," said Richard
Watherhouse, Visual Arts Manr

^

-i -

ager for the Georgia Council lor
the Arts (GCA) and curator of
the State Capitol gallery spaces.

himself watching fascinaung experi
by Sally Stone
"I don't know how many people ments in which researchers set up var
actually sit down on an given day to ious conditions to see how different
animals react, and whether their reac
consider whether animals think or if
they do, do they think the way we do? tions involve the process we call
thinking or reasoning.
But it is a question that has puzzled
"I learned that it's not as easy as
scientists. And, people with pets, or
people who work with or around ani you might think," Alda says. The
mals will tell you that yes, Fido or researcher has to be careful that she or
he isn't giving the animals some sort
Fluffy or Jumbo or Leo does think and
of signal to get it to react in a way that
does so very well.
we might interpret as thinking."
"But," says Alan AJda, "with scien
Alda cited the example of Clever
tists, it always has to be a matter of
Hans.
showing the evidence first. And that
"Actually, we open the program at a
includes scientists with pets of their
own who believe they reason things horse stable close to Santa Cruz in
out, but again, without proof ... Well, California, and 1 tell the story of this
horse. Clever Hans, who had become
you know how it goes."
Alda added, "But maybe now, we famous in Germany around the tum of
the century for his apparently
have some proof. Maybe."
For years, Alan Alda has hosted astounding ability to give answers to
episodes of "Scientific American arithmetic questions by tapping his
hoof. He could also say yes and no
Frontiers," a series which has been
running on PBS for almost a decade, with his hoof: One tap for yes, two for
and which is produced in association no. People were amazed. No fakery
with Scientific American Magazine, seemed to be involved. And that was
and
underwritten
by
GTE true. No fakery was involved. But
what a certain professor discovered
Corporation.
was that Hans was reacting to his
On January 20, PBS will air the
program,
"Scientific
American audience. He watched people uncon
Frontiers: Animal Einsteins," and, as sciously nod their heads as they
counted the hoot taps. When they
he has in the past, Alda will host.
(He once told me what he does is stopped nodding, he stopped tapping
not host the show as much as act as a and waited for his reward."
Wouldn't that indicate that Hans,
stand-in for the audience. He said,
"As a non-scientist who has always while he might not be able actually to
been interested in science, I go to the do math - a not uncommon failing
among many humans - was able to
^ *VtteV"e2l y™ show that he could turn a subtle per
might ask if you were there instead of ception into a, treat-getting act with
me- Or maybe I'll ask a question you
great success?
didn't think of. In any event, by the
"I agree," Alda says. "But the fact
ShOW js over, I feel we both
tjme
that this can happen with animals
have learned something.")
indicates the care researchers have to
For "Animal Einsteins," Alan found
take to assure that their experiments

Our first year of showingthe GAEA
works was only in on e space and
now, we have three spaces to show
the diversity in subject matter, style
I competed in the long jump,
because it seemed to be the only
and mediums."
event where afterward you
For more information on didn't fall down and throw up.
this or other State Capitol exhi
—Dave Barry
***
bitions, contact Waterhouse at
404-685-2797.

Applications Available for Folklife Project Grants
The Georgia Council for the
arts (GCA) and the Georgia Hu
manities Council (GHC) an
nounce the availability of folklife
project grant guidlines and appli
cations. Each year, folklife grants
are awarded for projects that docu
ment, present, and educate the
public about the state's tradi
tional folk culture. An advisory
panel comprised of folklorists
and arts administrators will
evaluate the applications.
Projects can be funded up to
$6,000 for fiscal year beginning
July 1, 1999, provided they are
matched on a dollar-for-dollar
basis.
"Folklife is the traditional ex
pressive culture - craft, music,
dance, verbal lore maintained by
groups of people who share a
common family history, ethnic
heritage, work experience, reli

aren't tainted in any ways."
We've been reading for years about
chimpanzees and gorillas who ha ve
learned to use sign language to c om
municate with human beings and with
other apes. Does the program deal
with this?
"It most certainly does." Alda says.
"And what we see may surpr ise a lot
of people."
There are those who say thai man is
the only creature divinely gifted w ith
intelligence to reason, and that an i
mals simply react to instincts. Would
the show, "Animal Einsteins" rein
force this belief, or would it create
some doubt?
'That's hard to say," Alda rep lies.
"People who are convinced that G od
only gave the ability to think to
humans may not feel anything they
see is persuasive enough to make
them change their minds, But as a
human being, it doesn't bother me at
all to think that God may have shared
this gift, to one degree or another,
with our fellow creatures."
€) 1999 King Features Synd.. Inc.

Fet Lare

by Cleo & Brad Conrad
Q. I have a hard time with the
goldfish in my 20-gallon tank. It
seems when one gets sick and dies,
the others follow suit. This has been
happening since I began the aquar
ium. It makes me heartsick to see
these fish sicken and die. I'd give it
up completely, but I do so enjoy
watching them. Do you have any
suggestions?
A. Keeping an aquarium requires
more work than most people imagine.
It isn't just a matter of dumping water
in a tank and putting the fish in. You
need proper filtration
and aeration
and you have to watch the pH level of
the water as well. Washing out the
aquarium with soap is a definite no-

no as well.
There are many fish diseases.
Some are curable; some aren't. We
suggest you get yourself a good book
on the care and maintenance of gold
fish in an aquarium. This book should
not only tell you how to keep up your
aquarium, but should detail various
fish diseases and what to do abo ut
them.
By the way, did you know th at
goldfish will grow to accommodate
whatever size aquarium they're in? If
you put them in a pond, they will
grow quite huge indeed. They are fas
cinating creatures, social by nature,
and beautiful as well!

gion, or geographic region," said
Maggie Holtzberg, director of
GCA's Folklife Program.
"Folklife isoften found outside the
e 1999 King Features Synd.. Inc.
realm of what many people think
of as art - in local dance halls, at
family gatherings, on-air at gos
pel radio stations, in work places
of all kinds, at fiddling conven
tions or shape note sinings, and in
places of worship. The projects
we fund encourage communities
to document, interpret, and present
The first cultivated peanuts were grown by South American Indians
these folk traditions."
The applications deadline is at least 12,000 years ago.
April 1, 1999, with a letter of in
tent due February 15. The Folklife
Program Project Grants are made
possible by a partnership between
the Geoigia Council for the Arts
and the Georgia Humanities
Council. To request an applica
tion, call the Geoigia Council for
Potatoes were first discovered as a food source by the India ns of
the Arts at 404-685-2786.
Peru.

c^tS©GyjM\nnfinnayin^

\ni DiFrancoo debuts new album on
Righteous Babe CD
py BJ English

She's on the cover of Spin
Magazine, MS, CM J and Musi0i, and tha t's just the magalines in the United States.
Her name is Ani Difranco
and she's sold over two million
albums. She's eve n "appeared"
on King of the Hill (May 1998),
David Letterman and MTV. Yet
Ani Difranco is ha rdly a house
hold world. That's because
Difranco has never crossed over
into the pop rock culture that
trace's Savannah's radio stalions to the point of mind numb
ing obliteration.
Difranco isn't much for following the rules of popular muo
sic culture. She has rperformed
solo, in a band, and even with

the Buffalo P hilharmonic Or
chestra!
Her music is classified as
folk/punk. She's been perform
ance she was 10 years old.
By age 15, she was writing
songs on her own, many of
svhich started out as poems.
It wasn't until 1990 that she
to record her first casBefore that she performed
mostly at coftee houses near her
ie in Buffalo, NY.
DiFranco had over 100
"iginal songs to choose from
to her first re cording and detided to release her first album
flier own, rather than try to get
!ro<tj°r com pany to sign "her
*rto their label.
With borrowed money from
family and friends, Ani pro
ved her own self-titled debut
''hum and sold it from the trunk
' her hand-pa inted car while
'raveling from colleges and uni
ces throughout the U.S.
% Ws time, the major re
ding labels had begun to noce her and many offers to sign
er'o their co mpanies began
3
' "'ng in , but Ani decided to
0l"inue rele asing albums on
own.
Her lates t album #12 UP,
fa'H CP UP, UP, (that's up
6th power) will be re
in record sto res on Janu'9th, and features the title
IJck 'Tis
L_

society. In it she takes pot
shots at white fear of black
crimes brought on by pov
erty and dispair. She also
takes a shot at the Jerry
Springer Show which she
says, "always makes me
want to slit my wrists."
With lyrics like,

Top Video Rentals
1. Armageddon starring Bruce
Willis (Buena Vista - Rated: PG-13 )
Last Week: No. 1
2. Dr. Dolittle Eddie Murphy
(PolyVideo - PG-13) New Entry
3. The Negotiator Samuel L.
Jackson Warner - R) New Entry
4. Deep Impact Morgan Freeman
(Paramount - PG-13) No. 2
5. Godzilla Matthew Broderick
(Columbia TriStar - PG-13) No. 4
6. Small Soldiers Kirsten Dunst
(Universal- PG-13) No. 3
7. Hope Floats Sandra Bullock
(FoxVideo - PG-13) No. 7
8. The Horse Whisperer Robert
Redford (Buena Vista -PG-13) No. 5
9" City °f Ange,s Nicoloas Ca8e
(WARNER. PG-13) No. 10

ofj The
e Come
inee,
come Awav
Away
and Jukebox.
10. The Opposite Sex Christina
Tis of Thee, is about the war Ricci (Columbia - R ) No. 19
11. Fear And Loathing In Las
fafugs in a self destructive
Vegas Johnny Dep p (Universal - R)
No. 21

how people try to play god and
reap the unhealthy conse
quences of a world in turmoil.
DiFranco refers to lumber• .
„•
~
,
jacks cutting off the fingers of
the upward pointing trees with
their bloody axes, and states:
just when you think you've had
enough, enough grows and
everywhere that you go in life,
enough knows.

If you are not a musical pur
ist and go for the really indepth,
thought provoking lyrics, thi.
album will appeal to you.
Some of the stuff grows on
you, some of it seems like Chi
nese water torture and makes
you want to turn off the CD and
just read the lyrics in your own
peace of mind. In any event, it's
a CD worth having. If you can't
find a copy of it in your record
stores, you can write Righteous
Babe records at P.O. Box 95,
Ellicott Station, Buffalo, NY
14205, or call 1-800-on-herown.
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New in theaters: A CIVILACTION
By Dre from the Girls on
Network www.girlson.com
A CIVIL ACTION Directed by
Steven Zaillian Running time
118 minutes Rated PG-13
Touchstone Pictures

why don't you just go
ahead and turn off the sun,
'cut we'll never live long
enough to undo the things
we've done...

DiFranco certainly captures
the audience's attention.
The only thing I didn't like
about this album was the slur
ring lyrics and droning guitars.
It's more ofa talking, strumming
«
„ v
presentation than a song . You
get more reading the lyrics first
and then listening to the repeti
tion of the so-called 'music'.
The lyrics will basically
blow your mind, but I found the
music irritating at best. Maybe
that was the point of it though.
The song, I'm not Angry
Anymore had the closest thing to
a rhythmic beat than anything
else on the album. DiFranco
says that people tend to take that
statement out of context. "It's
not a song about anger, it's a
song about humility."
She says she still gets angry,
but that when you are in a relationship and both are angry at
the same time, one of you has to
drop it and go on...just let it go
and don't be angry anymore.
In the title song Up Up Up...
etc. is fit for a nature lover of
any kind. The song talks about
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Based on Jonathan Harr's
best-selling non-fiction book of
the same name, A CIVIL ACTION is a hell of a good film.
It's a legal drama with little of
the ridiculous, overblown postoring we've come to expect
from movies about lawyers, and
it's a thriller that stimulates with
its realism (or about as close as
Hollywood is going to come, I
imagine) and with its complex
story and characters.
John Travolta stars as per
sonal injury lawyer Jan
Schlichtmann, who's rich, successful, and listed as one of
Boston's most eligible bachelors. The film opens on Jan in
a courtroom, tenderly caring to
the needs of his young, wheelchair-bound client. But we
know why Jan's really being so
considerate, since we are privy to
his voice-over narrations about
how "a dead plaintiff is worth
considerably less than a severely
maimed one," and other coldhearted philosophies about the
justice system. Jan's tenderness
is purely a ploy to get the oppos
ing lawyers to up their settlement
offer; and when they do, we share
Jan's joy in winning for the sake
of winning.
It is this ability to focus on
money, rather than on righting
wrongs, that actually leads Jan
to take on the Woburn case,
brought to him by a group of

families in W oburn, Massachu
setts who assert that a larger than
average cluster of death and disease is striking their community.
They blame it on contaminated
drinking water. At first, Jan
wants to dump this case, which
he calls an "orphan." Or, as his
partner James Gordon (William
H. Macy) diplomatically says,
"It is not a sound investment."
But on a trip to let the families
know he won't be representing
them, Jan stumbles on large fac
tories by the river, and realizes
that there are huge corporations
with deep pockets involved in
this possible contamination. Caching!
If you're expecting that Jan
will uncover top-secret Mafia
holdings, or a alien-abductee
conspiracy, then don't see A
CIVIL ACTION. Though the
film is well-paced and gripping,
director/screenwriter Steven
Zaillian (SCHINDLER'S LIST
screenwriter) made a subtle
movie about a very long and
complicated trial, with nuanced
characters,
The main flaw is the film's
lack of focus on the families of
Woburn. Kathleen Quinlan de
livers some interesting moments
in her role as Anne Anderson,
the mother of a son who died and
the de facto leader of the parents
attempting to sue for damages.
But this is less their story than
Jan's, and, A CIVIL ACTION is
a different kind of film. If you're
looking for a well-made story
with powerful acting, I'd sug
gest checking out A CIVIL AC
TION. And, as a fan of the book,
I'd suggest checking that out as
well.

Critic ys Corner By Brad Elson
SHAKESPEARE IN LOVE:
This is a witty, fast-moving romantic comedy set in London in
1593, and follows the trials and
tribulations of Will Shakespeare
( Joseph Fiennes), as a struggling young playwright suffering from a dreadful bout of
writer's block.
No matter how hard he tried,
he just can't seem to make any
headway with his latest work,
"Romeo and Ethel, the Pirate's
Daughter."
Somehow, even the title doesn't
sound quite right. But then Will
meets and falls instantly in love
with the startlingly beautiful

Viola (Gwyneth Paltrow), who,
desperate to become an actor (
in a time when women are not
allowed to perform in the theater), disguises herself as a man
to audition for his play.
Inspired by love, Will's ereative powers are unleashed as
his great love story, "Romeo and
Juliett," is brought to life for the
first time.
From acclaimed director
John Madden, "Shakespeare in
Love" also stars AcademyAward winners, Geoffrey Rush,
and Ben Affleck, in fabulously
funny roles. Academy Award
nominee, Judi Dench plays the

part of Queen Elizabeth the
First.
DOWN IN THE DELTA: The
directorial debut of one of the
world's greatest story tellers,
award-winning Maya Angelou.
"Down in t he Delta" is an emotional and riveting story where
big city meets small town,
young meet old, parents reconnect with children, and life for
everyone becomes something
they never expected. The story
takes place on the Mississippi
Delta and stars Alfre Woodard,
Mpho Koaho, Mary Alice and
Kulani Hassen.

L
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Airplane Humour
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Flying a plane is no different
than riding a bicycle. It s just a
lot harder to put baseball cards
in the spokes - Captain Rex
Cramer in the 1980 movie AirplQne

hours ]ong and 5 9 9 9 on the
internet
TITANIC VIDEO: The story of
jack and Rose their forbidden
]0ve, a subsequent catastrophe,
CLINTON VIDEO: The story of
Bill and Monica, their forbidden
]0ve, a subsequent catastrophe,
TITANIC VIDEO: Villain:
White Star Line.
CLINTON VIDEO: Villain:

We all have to buy gifts. That's
a fact of life. But they don't have
to be bad gifts. Here's a look at
the lighter side of gifts to avoid
giving. If you ignore our years
of experience (well actually
minutes, but who's counting,) all
we can say when you get that
"Oh, how interesting" response
is, "Hey, We told you so!!

jack

ood'^ci^V
^
1 o or
R...
•
T!TANnr. VTnpn. n
VIDEO. During orwtom vmcan.m1n '
CLINTON VIDEO: Ditto for
^ordca'
TITANIC VIDEO: Jack teaches
Rose to spit.
1 The gift of a free membership CLINTON VIDEO: Let's not go
thereto weight watchers
2 The Monica ift set includ TITANIC VIDEO: Rose gets to
,
,
.
keep her jewelry.
move"^'
'
CLINTON VIDEO: Monica s
forced to return her gifts.
3 A ride on vacuum cleaner
especially when she is expect- ™NIC VIDEO: Behind the
P
y nen sne is expect scenes; Leonardo DiCaprio is
ing her favorite perfume
wildly popular.
en o

s

a

You've met the type who
funny by asking
you personal embarrassing questions:
"Oh, you mean you still
aren't married? What's the matter, nobody good enough for
you? - HA! HA! HA!"
"Ol'Betsy's still tunning, huh?
You must love thatold car more than
your wife. HA! HA! HA!"
These sort of people never
take into consideration that you
feel bke a fa'lure f°r not having

know, I never realized h o w your
fat kind of hid your wrinkles and
lack of muscle tone, and as fo r
will power, it seems we soil
haven't learned to control tha t
little problem about pointing out
other people's flaws while ignoring our own, now have we?"
Money matters are always a
sore spot. Few of us really set
out to be worthless bums in life,
and just because we don't go
broke financing a new home,
driving a new car and watching

f°U"d 3 SpOUSC y°" r3" -f"'6
down
wUh and raisg a fami]y? or

3 blg SCree" TV' does not mean
we are not worthy t0 cal] QUr

woman who wants to stay a vir- that the reason you drive that old
^'n untd marded"
car is because you can't afford
to buy a new one- They just think
EYE CONTACT: A method uti- it is funny to make sport of your
lized by a single woman to com- uniqueness.
municate to a man that she is inWe did a quick survey to
terested in him. Despite being find out what irritates people
advised to do so, many woman most about these jokers and
have difficulty looking a man di- found some good comeback
rectly in the eyes, not necessarily lines you might want to try next
brne they attack without warndue t0 t},e shyness, but usually due
to the fact that a woman's eyes are ing. If all else fails, you can folnot located in her chest.
low the Christian principal of
smiling knowingly at the jerks
FRTFND- A member nf thp nnnn while saying, "God loves you..."
site sex in your acquaintance who while stomping on the little devil
has some flaw which makes sleep- ^.de you that's saying, "but I'd
ing with him/her totally unappeal- ^ to see you rot in hell if I had
a choice m the matter.
°
Anyway, here goes.

selves humans. Check out the
following,
"I see you are still living in
your mother's house...."
"No, actually I bought the
house from her and am leasi ng
her a room. That way shedoesn't
have to feel embarrassed when
people make fun of her for living with her children."
"Nice car, where did you get
it from, the dump?"
"Actually, it belonged tomy
Uncle Eddy. His dying wish was
that I have his car. It reminds me
of him. He used to tell me tha t
you could judge a man by the
kind of car he drove.'Men who
drive sports cars feel sexually
inadequate,'he'd tell me.'The

BIRTH CONTROL: Avoiding
pregnancy through such tactics as
swallowing special pills, inserting
a diaphragm, using a condom, and
dating repulsive men or spending
time around badly behaved chil-

. A ee consultation with Dr.
, A°,13n
....
5. A Solar powered flashlight
6. A voucher for a free pap smear
7. A ten dollar gift certificate to
-* m p. | *
McDonalds
8. Membership in Fruitcake of
the month club
9. The same lousy present that
they gave you last year that you
never opened and didn't know
how to get rid of it
10. A guide to marital happiness
from your spouse

VIDEO: Behind the INDIFFERENCE'A woman's
scenes: Bill Clinton's approval feelin„ towards a man which •
teeling towards a man, which is
,ntejPreted by *be man as "playTITANTC vtdfo. Tack ,nrrpn_
,
.
, ,
mg hard to get."
UCl a ID ( XI1 1LV U Cdlll.
n TNTOM VTDFn- Riii
gOCS
A word a man
.
t HI
ome o 1 ary.
uses to describe a woman who lets
b'm do a'itbe talking.
~

"deja vu" - of watching something that you had just seen in a
similar structure?
Well your brain never fails. By
reading below, you will see the
remarkable similarities between
the Clinton Video and the Titanic Video. Was this just by
coincidence... or much more. We
will let you be the judge.
Clinton vs Titanic: Incredible
Similarities
TITANIC VIDEO: Over 3
hours long and $9.99 on the

FRIGID: A man's term for a
The Dictionary Of Dating woman who wants to have sex
(For all of us lonely people less often than he does,or who
searching for love.)
requires more foreplay than liftmg her nightgown.
LOVE AT 1st SIGHT: What occurs when two extremely horny, aUBEK. Condition in which it
but not entirely choosy people 1S a'most impossible to fall in
meet.
love.

The

CLINT0N

Things to Ponder

IRRITATING HABIT: What the
yesterday seems endearing little qualities that ini'ong ag°;bl other ways it seems tially attract two people to each
like only yesterday....
other turn into after a few months
together.
^
You know you're in trouble
"
Titanic VS. Clinton
when you have multiple person- NYMPHOMANIAC'A man's
VIDEO WARS:
alities and people still find you term for a woman who wants to
When watching the Clinton bor'n§'
have sex more often than he does.
video, did you get the feeling of —=—=
bl some ways,

DATING: The process of spending enormous amounts of
money, time, and energy to get
better acquainted with a person

TTtlt UIIJ IUII1UU.,.,

think thgy arg

CLINTON VIDEO: Bill is a **
prig
kiu. a
J\ term used to describe
aescriDe a
TTTvmcri. T

J

]0t less in the future.

I don t like flying because I m
afraid of rashing into a large
dren
mountain. I don't think
Dramamine is going to help." EASY-A term used to describe a
Kaffee in the 1992 movie A few Ken Starr
woman whQ has ^ sexua, mQr_
good men.
TITANIC VIDEO' Jack is a alsofaman
===================== starving artist.

Worst
Give
worsi Gifts
CrlllS To
10 Lrive

Tf
flipv WGFG BI1V ftllHlfer
AllllC

Internet.
whom you don't especially like in
CLINTON VIDEO: Over 3 the present and will learn to like a

number

one

thinS

people hate to be teased about

appearance, followed
closely by their income or status (this includes househusbands
11
.
.
and housewives who take care
of home and family while the
other partner works), the way
they speak, or the habits they
possess (like getting nervous bef°re taking a test or always eat'n§ a sandwich center first and
tben tbe crust) and lastly, what
tbey bebeve'n (this could be religion, fear of catching a cold by
going barefoot, being able to
read ' PeoPle> etc-). Wh,f" PeoPle say> "My>
^ a| a JS baby you have, you
1S their

JZA '''rnln?0?6' k '
to det tuTh'at
i
ffi"bTy^
ter. He has a particular liking for
fat heads. OOHHH! Don't get
too close, we wouldn't want to
have another accident like
Jilliian's, now would we?"
When the joke's on you:
"Well, 1 see you've gone off
your diet again. I know will
NAG: A man's term for a woman Power isn't your strong point."
tb's, "Oh, actually I saw
who wants more to her life with
b'm lhan just intercourse.
wlmt you looked like when you
- ost wel§bt and decided it really
wasn't worth the effort. You
Fm

more money your car cost you,
inadequate a person
you are'.... gosh I loved that
Uncle Eddy. He left me a hundred grand you know. Oh, by the
way, what type car are you dnving these days....?" (this one
works best if they are standing
next to their sports car and you
are pretending not to notice it
belongs to them....)
You may be guilty of this
next one yourself; making fun of
the way people talk or their silly
beliefs which they take seriously. Try to be lenient if you are
guilty too.
"Why do you always say
Tee Yo Ta instead of Toy-ota?
"°h' aCtUa"y th3t'S ^ ^
the more

Cy

^ "u"

^^

off your bread?"
"Didn't vou hear'' They've
discovered that the crust contains carcinogens that can cause
cancer You can wash it off at
home, but this just makes less
ofa mess in public." Then smile
to yourself as you imagine them
trying to wash a loaf of bread in
their kitchen sink at home.
Hey, to each his own, but if
he crosses over into your territory, let him have it!!

1
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Richmond Hifl CoupIc Seeks Students Help With Autistic Son
By BJ English
Rodney and Michelle Smith
knew something was different
about their second son Matthew
the day he was born.
"He had a look in his eyes,"
the Smiths said. "He was a very
focused child. He could look
right into your eyes as if he were
staring into your soul."
Rodney Smith, an Army
Major stationed at Fort Stewart,
said that Matthew never had that
distant stare that some infants
have. He always seemed to be
looking intently at something
and was fascinated by wheels
and books.
Unlike his older brother
Dennis, Matthew would stare at
tentively at videos when he was
as young as four months.
"He smiled earlier than
Dennis; crawled at 9 months and
walked at a year," Michelle
Smith said.
But as Matthew began to
maturerthe Smith's noticed that
he lacked the fine motor skills
that his brother possessed, and
he had great difficulty with ver
bal communication.
The Smiths were stationed
in Germany when they began to
worry that something might be
wrong with Matthew. "We knew
there were specific developmen
tal delays," Michelle said.
The Smiths took Matthew to
a military hospital in July of
1997 and asked doctors there if
they thought he might have au
tism. a developmental disability
that occurs in nearly fifteen out
of every 10,000 births, and is
nearly four times as common in
boys as in girls. While no one
knows exactly what causes au
tism, (it has been associated with
viral infections, metabolic dis
turbances and epilepsy) it nor
mally shows up by age three,
and involves" disturbances in
normal social, physiological and
language skills.
The Smiths said that the
doctor who examined Matthew
fell that autism was not the prob
lem. as he had such good eye
contact. A second doctor also fell
that Matthew's social skills were
too highly advanced to label him
as autistic. They told the Smiths
that Matthew most likely had
FDD. or Pervasive Development
Disorder. The doctors suggested
play therapy to improve
Matthew's attention and fine
motor skills, and the Smiths saw
an occupational therapist who
used hand puppets and blew
bubbles to try to get Matthew to
interact with them. When Mat
thew lost interest, if she could

get his attention at all, she would
sometimes tell the Smiths that he
was having a bad day and she
was going to quit working with
him and try again another day.
Michelle Smith said that she
wasn't at all pleased with the
therapist's progress. "Time after
time, the occupational therapist
and a speech therapist would
work with Matthew and there
would be very little to no
progress. The play therapy
didn't seem to have any struc
ture, but I had no experience as
a parent of a special needs child
and I didn't know what to ex
pect. I just kept making the ap
pointments because we didn't
know what else to do. In retro
spect, it's obvious to me that the
therapist didn't have much ex
perience with autism, otherwise
Matthew could have been diag
nosed much earlier."
Michelle Smith works with son Matthew to reinforce verbal repetition with flash cards.
Finally, in June of 1998, af
"We were shell shocked," bleak future they suggested for caused by a lack of good
ter a battery of tests, the thera
parenting skills, but the Smiths
_
pists
handed the Smiths a_ rpiece the Smiths said about the thera- our baby was unthinkable."
knew
they had done nothing dif
of paper with a list of character- pists' suggestion of autism. "AfAs parents, the Smiths said
ferent with Matthew than they
had with Dennis.
Eventually, an aunt gave
them the phone number of a lady
who had an autistic child. "It
was kind of like a turning point,"
the Smith's said. The woman
suggested they read a book writ
ten by Catherine Maurice, titled,

Let Me Hear Your Voice.

Mom Michelle, older brother Dennis and Dad Rodney work with Matthew in his special
training room at new house in Richmond Hill.
istics on it and asked them to
consider autism. The Smiths
said that some of the character
istics on the list fit Matthew's
behaviors. Matthew would self
stimulate himself by moving his
fingers rapidly and would spin
wheels with intent concentration
when he was younger. Some
times he would flap his arms re
peatedly. especially when frus
trated. At the time, the Smiths
said they had no background on
autism except for a PBS special
they had seen in which autistic
children would bang their heads
on the wall or pull their hair out.

ter all, the doctors had said it
wasn't autism and we had totally
discounted the possibility. The
therapists asked, what do you
think about if? We asked what
is autism like and what kind of
future can we expect? The thera
pists suggested assisted living."
"We both cried coming
home from the hospital. We felt
horrible and devastated, like the
wind had been knocked out of
us. How could this be autism?
Matthew is nothing like what we
thought an autistic child would
be like. He is happy, sweet, and
has a smile a mile wide. The

they are frustrated that profes
sionals are so hesitant to say
anything about recovery, but
they know that doctors have to
be careful to avoid lawsuits.
Still, early intervention can be
important, especially with the
acquisition of language skills.
Some autistic children never
learn to communicate through
language and have to use picture
boards to let others know what
they want.
The Smiths said the more
they read about autism, the more
confusing it seemed. Some psy
choanalysts claimed it was

"People who have no expe
rience with autism could read
this book and understand what
we were going through. It wa s
something we could identify
with. When we read the book, it
was like a floodlight came on."
It was at this point that they
began contacting people wher
ever they could get information.
They contacted the Autism So
ciety of America, the Autism
Research Institute, people in
North Carolina who ran a pro
gram for autistic children called
TEACCH, the Center for Au
tism and Related Disorders, and
UCLA.
UCLA's program is based
on the research of Dr. Ivar
Lovaas, who has spent more
than 30 years researching the
best method to treat children
with developmental disabilities.
Lovaas' clinical research reveals
that 47% of the autistic children
who received Applied Behav
ioral Analysis (ABA) for 36-40
hours a week for a period of two
years recovered from autism and
were able to function with their
peers in the first grade. Many
of these children actually outper
formed their peers academically
Of the remaining 53%, all but
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Office of Career Services
AASU
927.5269
Upcoming Events for
Spring Semester 1999
Call to sign-up for any of these programs.
fob Searching Strategies
Monday, January 25, 1999
12:00 Noon & 4:00 PM
Mock Interview Day
Wednesday, February 10, 1999
11:30 AM - 3:00 PM
Faculty Dining Room, MCC
Come practice your
interviewing skills with a trained
interviewer. (advanced registration)
FIND AT LEAST 6 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PANELS.
US (J* SJUBd 9 JSUOt|S SI 9AMIS S 'Sutsstui SI 0AOIH) > psAOUl
01180 E luaMUP aiB Sipos Z i»uoqs si K X M J i
sesuaieuio

Making the Most of Eduration
Career Day
Wednesday, February 24, 1999
4:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Learn tips on how to get the
most benefit from this event

Education Cnrver Dav 19QQ
Wednesday, March 3, 1999
10:00 AM - 2:00 PM
(Interviews available after 2:00
by appointment only)
School systems from 4 states will
be interviewing
teacher candidates for
employment.
Resume Writing
Wednesday, March 24, 1999
12:00 Noon & 5:00PM
Graduating?? YIKJWJI
Monday, March 29, 1999
12:00 Noon
Come "chill out" &. share ideas on
expectations of life after college
(advanced registration)

All programs (except Mock
Interview Day & Education
Career Day) will be held in
the Conference Room, 2nd
floor, Memorial
College Center
Please call 927-52*9
to sign up!
'M mmmm,

Meals on wheels!*

Trivia Test
by Aaron E. Tucker
'• Can you name the actors (picW) who po rtrayed Jed Clampett,
"Biny, El lie M ae and Aunt Pearl on
* '960s hit sitcom, "The Beverly
Hillbillies"?

- W here and when was actor Burt
Reynolds bom?
Can you name the 1989 motion

1 Picture

in which actress Mariee
'r made her speaking debut'.'
Can you name the youngest
'u ge ever in the U nited States?
Can you n ame the shortest-lived
"isects?

6 What country holds the most
*during a Civil War?
. . C an you name the world's most
1' ) syndicated comic strip in the
K

»orld?

Can you name the longest-run»orld'>eWSPaPer

com'e

str"P

'n

lhe

Trivia Test An swers
^Buddy Eb sen as Jed, Irene Ryan
,, bran ny. Donna Douglas as Ellie
*«nd Bea Benadaret as Pearl: 2 He
°rn on February 11, 1936 in
Jycross, Ga.; 3. "Bridge to
;.,'nce • 4. John Pay ton of Piano,
' as. as Justice of the Peace at 18
tJrsof age in 1991; 5. Mavflies live

THE BEVERLY HILLBILLIES
for about only an hour; 6. From 185064 China suffered an estimated 20
million dead when three provinces
challenged the Emperor Hsien-Feng;
7. "Peanuts" by Charles Schulz
(United Features) is syndicated in
over 2.600 newspapers in 75 coun
tries: 8. 'The Katzenjammer Kids."
created by Rudolph Dirks, has been in
print since 1897 and is now syndicat
ed by King Features and drawn by Hy
Eisman
© 1999 King Feaiures Synd.. Inc.

Interviewing Skills
Wednesday, April 7, 1999
12:00 Noon & 5:00P
Surviving Your 1st Year on the Inh
Monday, April 12, 1999
12:00 Noon
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A Year in Review And What a Year It's Been
By Harlan Cohen

Help Me, Harlan!
Dear Readers,
For those of you still recov
ering from your New Year's cel
ebration, the year is now 1999.
As for 1998, it's been a good
year. Unfortunately, a good year
in the advice business means a
year filled with lots people's
problems. Thank you for having
so many issues. As we move for
ward into 1999, the goal is to
continue to create the most dy
namic and engaging forum for
teens and 20-somethings. Be
tween 90s values, a lack of
healthy communication, and
surging technology, things can
get very muddy. And as a 20something myself, I too can get
filthy and very dirty.
It is for all these reasons, I'm
so passionate about encouraging
all readers to share their voice.
We all have issues, but no mat
ter who we are or where we live,
we are never alone. And for you
older people confused by teen
and 20-somethings, never hesi
tate to write me. While you can
get input from friends and fam
ily, rarely can get input from the
real experts, the hundreds of
thousands of young people who
have "been there and done that."
This is only the very beginning
of what will be an incredible
year full of amazing possibili
ties. May 1999 be the happiest
and healthiest for you and your
family.
Dear Harlan,
I don't know much about
you, but I'm in trouble. I've gradu
ated college in May and I owe
over $30,000 in school loans. I'm
presently working for a Fortune
500 company, but I'm not mak
ing that much money. The loan
companies are sending the bill
books and I can't afford to pay
everyone. I really need to know if
there are any federal or private
ways to alleviate some of this
headache. Yeah, the loan compa
nies have these new payment
plans, but it's the same thing if not
worse. You pay less now, but a
hell of a lot more later. Please
help. There just must be another
way?
-In debt
Dear Debt,
This is why the smart stu
dents graduate in five or six
years. If you were still in col
lege, this would only be the end
of winter break. Unfortunately,

you had to go and graduate. If
it's any comfort, according to
Anne Stockwell, expert and au
thor of the book, "The Guerrilla
Guide to Mastering Student
Loan Debt" more than half of all
students graduate college with
loan debt. According to Anne,
"don't panic." You're certainly
not alone and there are people
waiting to help you find a solu
tion. Depending on your specif
ics, you may be able to defer
payment, reduce your rate, con
solidate your loans and even get
a lower interest rate. Simply, call
your lender and explain your
needs. In addition to your lender,
also call (800) 4 FED-AID. This
help line is coordinated by *he
Department of Education and
can provide great assistance.
Relax, but also act fast. Several
lenders are offering deals up to
January 31, 1999 For more in
formation, check out Anne's
website at www.masterloan.com
and the book, "Take Control of
Your Student Loans" by Robin
Leonard and Shae Irving. One
final suggestion, don't open
your holiday credit card state
ments until after you make a few
calls.

My parents always told me
not to marry the first, third or
fifth person I see. Now that I'm
getting older, my parents also
just told me stay away from
numbers 8 through 10. Your par
ents only want you to be happy.
The biggest problem with run
ning away with your first love
is that it leaves you with no
frame of reference. If this guy
loves you, respects you, and
only wants the best for you, he
may very well be the best for
you. Whether you stick with
your first love or your fifth love,
always maintain the highest
standards for anyone you choose
to love. If you're happy and you
feel fulfilled, keep running with
it until it all just breaks down and
falls apart. How many miles
you've got to go is has is yet to
be determined. Love isn't about
numbers; it's about following
your heart (first cliche of 1999).

Dear Harlan,
I have very strong feelings
for my best friend, but I have a
girlfriend, I don't know what to
do should I break up with her
and get together with my best
friend or what? I wish I could
just get over my best friend, but
I can't. I don't think my best
friend has the same feelings for
me, that's why don't^want to
break up with my girl of two
years, but I've started having
feelings for my friend not too
long ago. She is in an abusive
relationship and we started get
ting close during that time, be
cause she would always talk to
me about it! I don't know what
to do - any advice?
Dear Harlan,
-Stuck
My parents have told me
that love takes time and pa
tience. Well, I do understand that Dear Stuck,
Surprisingly, besides her not
and I thought the same thing
wanting
to date you, there is ac
myself. They also told me not
tually
a
bigger problem here.
to just go and marry the first
You've
shared
a highly emo
person I see. And I thought that
I would like to date many people tional charged experience with
before any serious commitment. a friend and it only makes sense
Right now, I really believe to want to get closer, to show her
that I found the right person and what it means to have a healthy
I can't imagine myself with any relationship. This is not the time
one else. But then again, I haven't to take action. The last thing this
dated much, actually barely dated friend needs is another serious
anyone for a period of time. So relationship. And the last thing
how do I know if th is is it? How you need to do is be the guy with
do I know that this is the right per whom she gets involved, espe
son? If you decide this is the right cially given the circumstances.
person, should I go with my in If your feelings don't ease up in
stincts and make a commitment? the next couple of months, then
Of course if my other half agrees. reevaluate. Whatever happens,
make sure she knows youlre her
-Bingo Already
friend, a friend that will love her
and support her through what
Dear Bingo,

may be one of the most chal can share in her eventual happi
lenging times in her life. You're ness, knowing you had a larg e
hand in it. And to everyone else,
a good man!
think twice before making a
comment to a young girl or any
Dear Harlan,
I'm writing in response to women. No matter how sma ll
the letter concerning nice guys the comment or harmless it ap 
finishing last. I want to do my pears it's one little seed that
best to try and make this guy leads to a tree of self-doubt. In
understand what's going on in stead, just offer your love and
the warped female mind. In fact, support or say nothing.
-Been there, Done that
I was one of those girls, giving
up the great guy for the ones
who treated me like dirt. Why? Dear Been there,
I was going to say the same
It all comes down to confidence
exact
thing but in three wo rds.
issues. We don't think we de
serve you, we don't think we are Actually, I could have used just
good enough for you, we can't two words, but I really think the
get our brains around the fact last words nail the point. Love
that a really great, sexy, success yourself, really. Likewise, the
ful guy could love us. Because guys who take advantage of i n
we think we are unattractive, secure girls are themselves deal
stupid, useless, selfish and un ing with their own personal is 
deserving, we flock to the men sues. I only hope this can result
that reinforce those views. Be in an onslaught of nice guy haping hit is what we deserve, be piness. Thanks for some
ing belittled is what we deserve, 'warped' womanly insight.
being ignored, and abused, *Harlan is not a licensed ps y
stepped on and cheated on is chologist, therapist or physician,
what we deserve. Where do but he is a licensed driver.
these warped feelings of inad Write Help Me Harlan via eat
equacy come from? Who mail
harlan@helpmeharlan.com
or
knows, really. It is easy to blame
the media and society, bombard through the Web at http://
ing us with the image of the per www.helpmeharlan.com. Send
fect woman, being either the su letters c/o Help Me Harlan, 2506
per-model or the super-mom, N. Clark, Suite #223, Chicago,
and even worse, sometimes IL 60614. All letters submitted
both. Self-esteem is a tricky is become the property of the c ol
sue. I was an athlete as a teen umn.
and had little problems with my Web: www.helpmeharlan.com
body. When asked what I would Phone: (773)472-6919
change about myself by my Help Me, Harlan! 2506 N.
friends, I said, "nothing really; I Clark, Suite 223 Chicago, IL
may not be perfect, but I am 60614
happy with the way I am." I was
labeled a snob, self-centered,
HW
and egotistical. I mean, NO
DEPARTMENT
ONE can love who they are and
what they look like, really. And
then came the doubts, and the
deflated feeling of self worth,
the obsession with the scale, be
ing drawn to men who reflect the
way I felt about myself, like I
wasn't good enough Usually, if
a woman is with a guy who
treats her like dirt, when she look
into her past and find someone,
whether it be parents, a teacher,
"The boys are 10 and 39
a friend, a coach who made com
ments that destroyed whatever
self-esteem the girl may have
had. After that, it is a long clin.b
back up. As for my advice? Of
fer your friendship and support.
Make your concerns heard.
Make her realize that she could
do so much better. Although I
can't guarantee that she'll
choose you once she comes to
her senses, you'll have provided
"I'm speechless, Darlene.
the friendship and support that
A doughnut named after
she may never have had. You

me!"
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<*:•. AASFL^'"«ee If you'd like to know more

Crew. AASU s rowing
fam, will b e practicing indoors
im January 11th through the
mtm t - 7:30 A.M. in .he
ports c e n t e i .
...
Anyone interested in joining
fle practice will be guaranteed
, t o set m better shape, and there

Indwell
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Fall Results for AASU Grew

travel to ArCn^A
tanooua Knn
' Knoxvi'le' Clemson, Women's Novice Four- Placed
First in what was, for many of
3 schools
them, their first race ever. Great
Tn th#* n *
u
j
quite well and everyone°o"n
rretl, „
.
everyone on Women's Varsity Pair- Brought
: | no obligation to join Crew if
Crew begins competition raderie a™ou
s
home
the
Gold
from
you decide you don t l ike it.
again in the Spring and will photos below.
Jacksonville's First Coast Head
Race.
you can contact head coach Jim
Hall at 912-5857
Again, there is no comnri,.
merit required for indoor practice and anyone who wants to
come out and get in shape is
welcome.

January 8

cante^byTht

Men's Novice Four Placed Second.
Men's Novice Mixed Eight:
AASU along with four fowers
from Georgia State University,
brought home the Silver medal.
Look for this boat to race again!
AASU competed in two regat
tas on November 6 and 7 at the
Olympic Venue at Lake Lanier.
The Chattahoochee Chase is the
third largest regatta in the United

States, with over 90 schools attending, and Sunday's Head of
the 'Hooch was also a very
popular venue.
Men's Freshmen Novice LightAASU, along with rowers from
Georgia State, again medaled
twice. This time they brought
home the gold from both regattas.
Women's Varsity Pair: won the
Silver medal in every close
match with University of
Florida's Varsity Pair at
Saturday's race.
Women's Novice Four: scored
the Gold at Sunday's Head of the
"Hooch.
Kat Clark: won Gold in the
women's open single on Sunday.

Lady Pirate Basketball Results

Bryce Mlckler w/guitar: (1-r) Kat Clark, Yolanda Meleildez, Una Blanchette, Lyndsay Kocis, & Diane Lyons

The Armstrong women's
basketball team left for the
Christmas break with an overall
record of 7-5 and a conference
record of 1-1.
Demetria McClouden has
had a stellar year so far for the
Lady Pirates, leading in scoring
and rebounding. She has turned
out to be a dominating force for
the team. In Armstrong's victory
over Quincy she scored 23
points while grabbing 10 re
bounds. In a closely fought
game against Lenoir-Rhyne,

which Armstrong lost by three
points, she scored 23 points
again while grabbing 13 re
bounds.
After the break 12-1 Francis
Marion defeated Armstrorig to
put the Lady Pirates at 7-6 on
the
season.
Demetria
McClouden again led in points
and rebounds for AASU with 22
and 8 respectively.
Be sure to come out and show
your support for the Lady Pirates
as they take on Columbus State at
home on January 16 at 2 PM.

AASU welcomes the Signees to Pirate Basketball

Augusta R ace where AASU teams took first, fastest time, tw

Baseball Season Begins with
" Double Header Home Games
DATE

OPPONENT

Ian. 30

St. Andrew's
Presbyt. Coll (DH)
St. Andrew's
Presbyterian College
Mars Hill College
(DH)
Mars Hill College

Jan-

31

Feb.6

Feb. 7

LOCATION TIME

birds and a fourth.

Womens Team:
Lori Green, 6-0, Forward, Richmond Hill, GA/Richmond Hill
High School
Corinne Harris, 6-0, Forward, Decatur, GA/Decatur HS
Rebecca Hubbard, 6-1, Center, Conyers, GA/Salem HS
Lexie Martin, 5-6, Guard, Youngsville, LA/St. Thomas Moore
Catholic High School
Sheri Hanners, 5-5, Guard, Lamont, FL/Aucilla Christian Acad.
Rica Bush, 6-0, Forward, Colquitt, GA/Miller County HS
Valery Chrjapin, 5-9, Forward, Evans, GA/Augusta Christian
Academy
Mens Team:
Jeffrey Harrison, 6-11, Center, Mundelein, IL/College of Lake
County (IL)
Mick Jordan, 5-10, Guard, Sarasota, FL/Cardjnal Mooney High

Pirate Field 11:00 AM

School
David Koncul, 6-5, Forward, Savannah, GA/Benedictine Mili

Pirate Field 11:00 AM

tary School
Joel Lecoeuvre, 5-10, Guard, Suwanee, GA/North Gwinnett

Pirate Field
Pirate Field

High School

11:30 AM
1:00 PM

GOo© &a@& jp®i©
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Your Horoscope by Natasha

mt

J&RU
ARIES (March 21 to April 19)
Travel is in the stars, both short trips
and those of a longer nature. Good
news comes your way regarding a sit
uation at a distance. A moody co
worker gets on your nerves toward
week's end.
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20)
You shine as your work is recognized
and your accomplishments are
rewarded this week. However, a jeal
ous co-worker is just waiting for an
opportunity to steal your thunder.
Stay out of harm's way.
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20)
Your business acumen is at a peak
this week and you can accomplish
much. Feel free to broach a delicate
subject with a bigwig during a social
event. This week, it pays to mix busi
ness with pleasure.
CANCER (June 21 to July 22)
Privacy is best when considering how
to woo that certain reluctant party.
Creativity is accented at work and
success follows as a result.
Discourses this weekend revolve
around money and joint finances.
LEO (July 23 to August 22) In
some ways, you're very much in the
spotlight, which suits your leonine
nature just fine. It seems you can do
no wrong in anyone's eyes. Later in
the week, exercise caution with a co
worker who's touchy.
VIRGO (August 23 to September
22) You're not thrilled, but you need
to face some important financial mat
ters. Be on the lookout for new
opportunities to make more money.
Your income is increasingly impor
tant.
LIBRA (September 23 to October
22) Travel and communications are
highlighted. Added to that is your
personal charm, which is in high gear.
As a result, you get much done that
requires far-reaching decisions this
week.
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SCORPIO (October 23 to
November 21) You can accomplish
much at home, provided you avoid
being overly pushy. A co-worker
seeks you out to tell you something
astonishing. Don't buy it.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to
December 21) Something you've
been waiting to receive for a while is
delayed yet again. Keep your temper.
Ultimately, the accent is on leisure
and romance, particularly over the
weekend.
CAPRICORN (December 22 to
January 19) A co-worker wants to
introduce you to a new love interest.
Avoid this matchmaking scheme. You
can pick and choose a partner on your
own much more successfully.
AQUARIUS (January 20 to
February 18) You're upset with
what's going on at work, but try not
to bring this home with you. Put the
situation into its proper perspective.
This weekend, you feel good about
getting out and about.
PISCES (February 19 to March
20) Finances are the issue for the
major part of the week. Agreements
ultimately reached, though, are satis
fying to you and your mate. This
weekend, leisure interests are high
lighted.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE
MAJORS!
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Pi Gamma Mu
An International Honor Society in
Social Sciences
(Political Science, Psychology, Economics, Anthropology, Sociology, Criminal Justice,
History and Geography)

Would you like to build leadership skills,
attend conferences, develop intellectually
through shared ideas, participate in
professional networking and much more?
Apply Now For Membership!
Application information can be obtained from:
Dr. Skidmore-Hess (Political Science Department - UH)
Office: 921-5674
Fax: 921-5876
e-mail: daniel_skidmorehess@mailgate.armstrong.edu
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R.F.D. by MIKE MARLAND
MOOR MOM STARCHED
VOUR SNOWSUIT AjAlM,
DIDN'T SUE?
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KING CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Genie's
home
5 Lid for a
lad
8 Mimicked
12 Troop
group
13 Word
before hat
or hand
14 Mrs.
Herman
Munster
15 Aegean
island
group
17 "Bom
Freeheroine
18 Run up the
phone bill
19 Grow
20 Royal-flush
component
21 Emulate
Lindbergh
22 Deposit
23 Half a '60s
quartet
26 In shackles
30 Ellipse
31 Pantheon
member
32 Emanation
33 Time off,
for many
35 Stage
direction
36 "Skip to
My —"
37 Living room
sets?
38 Heathen
41 Seek
restitution
42 — Locka,
Fla.
45 Bard's
waterway
46 Scottish
island
group

48 Twine
49 "I Camera"
50 One may
come out of
the closet
51 Ram's
ma'ams
52
for the
million..."
53 Quarry
DOWN
1 Thorn in
Charlie
Brown's
side
2 Writer
Seton
3 Jagger or
Fleetwood
4 Bakker's
old "home"
5 Now
6 Author
Haley
7 Hosp.
personnel

8 Island
group near
Russia
9 Heap
10 Differently
11 Actress
Cannon
16 They do
the hole
job
20 Sine-non
link
21 Islands
near
Argentina
22 High
degree
23 Take
blades to
blades
24 St.
25 W.C.'s
one-time
co-star
26 Food fish
27 Enthusiast
28 Prior to

29 -es
Salaam
31 Wildebeest
34 A billion
years
35 Inces
santly
37 Brass
instru
ments
38 Gait
39 Acknowl
edge
40 Quayle's
successor
41 Big rig
42 Skunk's
defense
43 Sampras
of tennis
fame
44 Wan
46 Smithfield.
47 Little devil

